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Part I: Introduction 
T h ('f! !5 p ~:'!(:~ :i. ·F :i. Q._£.!::"£!.1?..1~!11 
Since the early 1980's, the present English-As-a-Second-
Language Placement Test <ESLPT), a post-admissions test, has been 
used to determine whether an incoming international student 
<either graduate or undergraduate) needs more work in English to 
meet ISU standards (these students begin academic work whether or 
not. they pass the ESLPT). Students whose native language is nrJ t. 
English are required to taka the ESLPT except for those who 
taken it as an undergraduate. Hence, most of them take the test a 
few days before their first semester at the university. 
The ESLPT consists of four parts - Part 1: a composition; Part 
2· a listening comprahanmion tamt; Part 8: a reading 
comprehension temt; and Part 4: a vocabulary test. All but Part 1 
are multiple-choice format tests. Basad on how the studentm do on 
the subtestm they are placed in one or more courses - English 
1008, C, D, or E. Englimh 1008 im an intermediate grammar review 
and composition courme, 100C an advanced composition course for 
undergraduates, 1000 an advanced composition course for ~JI''f.-l.dUill 't,t;,~ 
students, and 100E supervised independent study which has two 
~;; c,::c t. :i. D n ~:; .... mti:~<'-~ ·~. :i. cl n :1. : l :i. m ·~·'''~ n :i. n ~~ c r:lln p r• fi:~h fi:~ n m :i. 1:1 n , ;:HId ~:; fi:~c ·r. :i. 1:1 n 8 : 
reading cDmprahensiDn. Th~:~ma studentm who are assigned tD take 
100E c~:~ursem are required tD take them during their firmt 
memastar Df enrollment to ensure that they are better prepared to 
do academic work. 
The trend of English as a second/foreign language teaching 
and testing theory, as wall as practice, has moved in recent 
:1. 
years from a focus on linguis~ic proficiency to one on 
communica~ive compe~ence, shif~ing from an emphasis on language 
form ~o language use, using au~hen~ic language, language in ~he 
real world, in ~eaching and testing ma~erials is considered 
necessary under ~he communica~ive language ~eaching and ~es~ing 
approach. In a rela~ed developmen~, English for Specific Purpose 
!ESP> has emerged as a par~icular subdivision of Teaching English 
to Speakers of O~her Languages !TESOLl. In ESP learners' needs 
and special in~eres~s have been considered by ~he con~ribu~ion of 
a new davelopmen~s in educa~ional psychology which emphasize ~he 
cen~ral impor~ance of ~he learners and their a~~i~udas ~oward 
learning <Hu~chinson 1987l. A subdivision of ESP, English for 
Academic Purpose <EAPl, is based on ESL learner's needs of using 
English ~o pursue academic work in ins~i~u~ions where 
ins~ructions are given in English. The focus of ~his paper is on 
tasting lis~aning proficiency of ISU post-admissions 
international students, in other words, testing lis~ening skills 
rela~ed to academic demands, is the essen~ial, specific issue in 
Tha present ESLPT listening comprehension test is a tapa-
recorded ~-s~. It consis~s of 8 parts- Part A, B, and C, 
comprising 85 mul~ipla-choice ~-·~ i~ams. In Par~ A, ~he s~uden~s 
are asked ~o lis~en ~o 8 brief s~a~amen~s, each s~a~emen~ only 
spoken once. Af~er ~hey have lis~enad ~o each s~a~emen~ ~hay are 
asked to choose one statement (out of four) that is closest to 
~ha meaning ~o wha~ ~hay have heard. An example is: 
2 
The s~udentm hear ... 
The Wagner• meen ~o take their large family in stride. 
The s~udents read ... 
A. Mr. Wagner come• from a large family. 
8. Mr. and Mrs. Wagner are ~he paren~s of many children. 
c. The Wagner• dislike small families. 
Par~ 8 of the ~em~ has 17 short conversa~ions be~ween ~wo 
people. When each conversation endm, the studen~s are asked mome 
quem~ionm by abou~ the conversa~ion by a ~hird voice, and need to 
choose the answer from ~he choices given. An example is: 
c.:t.·?,iil.lcJ~;JI.lt::~, r.1.nd J: ne~e~d t.c:l ~Jet. "t.him :i.n·I1 C:ll~m;a.t.ion t.odiilY. 11 
( Wc:11nan > "Why d IJ n; t. y c:11.1 p :i. c k up c:1n~:-~ IJ ·11 t.ht:~ gu i dt::~b IJ o I< m ;a. t. t.I·Ha 
·l1 r•c:1nt. d~:-~s;k? J:t w:i.ll help yc:1u, J.;m Bl.lr·~~- 11 
(8,~d voi~.o~e> "Wh(-:!l"'e did ·i".his conV(-:!I~~:;ia.tion momt. lilu~ly occur'?" 
The students will read: 
A A·i". iiL llli.IS(~~I.IIn 
B In i:l. !:i t. c:1 r· r,;~ 
c In iii 1 i b .~.a..~ y 
D In iii. C J. iiL!ii !li I~ C:l Cl m 
J.n Part C of the test, the students are asked to listen to 
three short lectures. After they have heard each lecture, they 
are asked some questions about what was said. All together there 
are 10 test items in this par~. 
Recently, the listening comprehension part of the ESLPT at 
ISU ham gone through carafu~ scrutiny in light of the current ESL 
taachin; and tasting theory and practice. As a result, a new 
version of the ESLPT Listening Comprehension temt was developed 
during Fall 1987. It was pilo~-tested in December, and 
problematical questions ware subsequently revised based on the 
---~-----
results. In January 1988, a trial test was given concurrently 
with tha present ESLPT listening comprehension test to ISU spring 
semester incoming international students. A literature review on 
the current language teaching and testing theory and practice of 
listening comprehension, along with the procedures and 
results of tha pilot and trial tasting, as well as a description 
of the new ESLPT Listening Comprehension test will be reported 
respectively in the latter parts of this paper. 
''An <~~ x t.~:~ndt'i!d d~? ·F :i. n :i. t. :i. on , 1:11~ ·r.halll~ y , o ·F Cllmml.l n :i.t~a ·r. i vtt!! 
competence has important implications for understanding a 
communicative approach to langua~e teaching, ... <Brown, 1987, 
p.200}''. Canale and Swain (1980} have examined various theories of 
communicative competence that have been proposed, and their 
definition is now the reference point for virtually all 
discussions of communicative competence <Brown 1987>. In 
proposing their theoretical framework they have made several 
general assumptions about the nature of communication and of a 
F 1:1 11 1:1 w i n !;) M IJr' r• 1:1 w ( :1. 9 77 l , wt'i! u n d t~H~ m ·r. iii. n d !.;?..~1.!!1.!!t~!.n.;i,.£~!:1~;i,.!~Ul ·r. 1:1 be 
based in sociocultural, interpersonal interaction, to 
:i.nv1:1l.Vt:? l.lnppr,;~d:i.ct.ab:i.l:i.t.y aLnd cl~(~~r:L·r.iv:i.t.~J, ·r.cl ·r.r:Lktril pli:tca :i.n a 
discourse and sociocultuPal context, to be puPposive 
behavior', to be purposive behavior, to be carried out 
under pePformance constl"'aints, to involve use of authentic 
(as opposed to textbook-contPivedl language, and to be 
judged as succesmful or not on the behaviol"'al outcomes. We 
amsume with Candlin (1978) that the relationship between a 
pPoposition (or the litepal meaning of an utterance) and its 
mocial meaning im variable acPoss different socioculture and 
d1scourse contexts, and that communication involves the 
continuous evaluation and negotiation of mocial meaning on the 
part of the participants <Canale and Swain, 1980, p.29l. 
They also agree wi~h Palmer (1978) ~ha~ genuine 
cc:1mmun :i.ca·t. :i. 1:1 n :i. nvc1l vt;,~s; -r.he ''l"'educ·t. :i.c:1n Cl·ll u ncar• -r.ai n ~y '' on bti:~hc:l.l f 
of the par~icipan~s. and assume ~ha~ communica~ion involves 
verbal and nonverbal symbols, oral and writ~en modes, and 
production and comprehension skills. As ~o the ~heory of 
communica~ive compe~ence, ~hey assume ~ha~ a ~haory of 
communica~ive compe~ence in~erac~s wi~h a ~heory of a human 
action and wi~h o~her Rys~ems of human knowledge <e.g. world 
knowledge). In Canale and Swain~s (1980) definition, and la~er in 
Canala~s (1988) definition, four different components make up ~he 
construct of communicative competence <Brown 1987). These components 
1. Grammatical competence. This ~ype of compe~ence includes 
knowledge of lexical i~ems and of rules of morphology, syntax, 
santanca-grammar semantics, and phonology. 
2. Discourse compa~ance. This is ~he ability to connect 
sentences in s~retches of discourse and to form a meaningful 
whole out of a maries of utterances. 
8. Sociolinguis~ic competence. This is the knowladga of two sets of 
rulas, sociocultural rules of usa and rules of discourse. 
4. Strategic competence. According to Canale and Swain (1980) 
this involves ''verbal and nonverbal communication strategies that 
may be called into ~~tion to compensat~ tha breakdowns in 
communication due to performance variables or to insuffician~ 
Even though Canale and Swain's definition is often referred 
to when discussing communicative competence, in Brown's (1987) 
opinion, in the naar future, another model davalopad by Bachman 
5 
<1979> will be widely adopted by researchers, since his model 
stresses the importance of strategic competence, which would 
appear to have more descriptive adequacy than Canale and Swain's. 
In Bachman's model (1988), there are three elements of ''communicative 
language ability'' <CLA> - language competence, strategic competence, 
and psychomotor mechanisms required in executing these 
competencies in language use <see Figure 1). Language competence 
consists of organizational and pragmatic competence, and 
organizational competence comprises the knowledge of grammatical 
and textual rules which corresponds to Canale and Swain's 
'' ~l r'illmma 'c, :i. cm.J. t:.~c:lmpt:il·t.t::~ ncti:~·· clnd '' cl i mcc:1u r!lili:~ cc:Jmpt.'i! tt::~nct::~·· . A!!i t.c:J 
pragmatic competence, it includes illocutionary competence (the 
knowledge of how to perform language functions> and 
sociolinguistic competence. Bachman further defines strategic 
competence as consisting of three components: assessment, 
planning, and execution. His strategic competence is the 
ability to usa all the elements of language competencies 
available, including psychomotor mechanisms <sensory and motor 
mechanisms), in achieving, realizing the communicative goal. 
In addition, Oller (1987) in his effort to define 
communicative competence points out that, in spite of the 
popularity of the dyadic'definition of communication, 
''communication is an interaction between n persons where n must be 
t::1q ual 1:1 r• ~;) l~(~~i:l t.(~~ r• ·~.l"li:tn ·~.wc:1 < p . :1.0 7) '' , i:t m o r('i! fJ~"!l ne l~i.:ll d.('i! ·F :i. n :i. t. :i. on o ·F 
communication on which to base a theory of communicative 
competence seemed to be more appropriate. Oller's communicative 
competence (or general intelligence) model shows the 
6 
Figure 1 A framework for Describing Communica~ive Language 
Proficiency <Bachman 1988). 
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Visual 
in~errelation of various mental cons~ruc~s as componen~s of 
communicative competence (see Figure 2>. The theoretical 
framework of communica~ive competence proposed by Oller suggests 
that communicative compe~ence ''is a dynamic s~ate ~hat obtains 
within a hierarchy of semiotic systems to ~he exten~ that ~hose 
sys~ems are well equilibra~ed wi~h reference ~o each o~her and ~o 
I:~ X 'i'.t:~r lli:t.J. i 'I', Y ( p. :1.:1.8) 11 • 
Candlin (:1.987> argues agains~ a ~radi~ional (descrip~ive> 
view of communica~ive compe~ence, which leads ~o conformity ~o 
norms, and sympathizes wi~h an alterna~ive <explanatory> view 
wh :i.ch undrar•m t.and !:i (:~tJmmu n :i.(~ia t :i. vt;:~ comp~'i! t.t-:'!nc~e a!s ''(:~iil.piaci t. y '' : '' t.h.;;! 
abili~y to crea~e maaningm by exploring the poten~ial inherent in 
any language for continual modification in remponme to change, 
negotiating the value of convention rather than conforming to 
established principle <p.89-40)''. To Candlin the Hallidayan view 
of language, which focuses on the interdependence of text, 
ideation, and in~erpermonality <Halliday :1.979>, im mean to have 
significant value (see Figure 8). 
In conclusion, these theorists, and many others, all 
contribute to our understanding of what communicative competence 
:i.~;. It. :i!r. t,h(~! m.b:i.l:i.t.~J, t:lr' ''~;Jt::~l'l('i!l''i:Ll int,t;:!ll:i.g(o;!l1(~(~·· cL!:> t.t;'i!l~mrad b~J 
Dllt::!r', c1r• ''cm.pac:i.t.~J'' ilLS ·~.er·mr::!d by Candl:i.n, wh:i.cl'l ill.llt:lWS ill. pe1~mc1n 
to activate his/her language and world knowledge, am well as 
various mkills (e.g. pmychomotor skills> to communica~e 
effectively, produce and receive meaningful signals, 
whether verbal or nonverbal, ~o fulfill mpecific communica~ion 
purposes. Teaching and ~esting communica~ive competence is 
the ultimate objective in many ESL programm today. The 
Figure 2 
A slightly elaborated model of the interrelation of various mental 
constructs as components of general intelligence, alias communicative 
competence. 
Knowledge/Memory 
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Figure 3 
A Hallidayan Model of Communicative Competence 
From Language as Social Semiotic by M. A. K. Halliday, 1979, 
London: Arnold. 
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theoretical frameworks of communicative competence mentioned 
above could serve am a base for communicative language test 
writers to justify or evaluate the content, procedres, testing 
techniques, and scaring method developed far their tests. 
lii:J:.l.n.Lilli h_·r: c;u:__.fu:tti:).!;."i.:i . . ,: ~b~:!..t:l~~ < E ~i!?.l. 
For the purpose of designing the new version of ISU ESLPT 
Listening Comprehension Test, special attention should be given 
to English used far academic purposes <EAP>. Since EAP is known 
as a subdivision of ESP, a dimcussion on ESP for a deeper 
understanding of the development, definition, and issues related 
to it seems necessary. According to Hutchinson and Waters (1987), 
ESP is a phenomenon that ham grown out of a number of converging 
trends: First, expansion in scientific, technical, and economic 
activity on an international scale, ham created a demand for an 
international language. Second, the revolution in linguimticm has 
shifted the focus an grammar <language ruleml to the discovery of 
ways in which language is actually used in real communication. 
Third, new developments in educational psychology have centered 
an learners' different needs and interests. All of theme have led 
to a need for increased specialization in language teaching and 
tasting. Over ~he years, ESP ham gone through several 
d~;~ V(~~ 11:1 p m('i/ n t,Cill p(~~("' :i.IJd !:> ·(/I"' (J m t, h('i! ('i!al~ l ~~ 11 ~~~~g :i. !at,~;~ I~ i!l.rli!J.l Y !5 :i. !l; 11 1 
11 r- h r:.'! t.c:J r• :i. c ;:ll <:l nell \J !:; :i. !:; ' 1 , 11 t. '"· r• s;J <~~ t. s; :i. ·~. u ill t. :i. 1:1 n i!l. n c:tl y !:i i !:; 11 ( ,.,~ • g . ...J . M u n b y 
in Communicative Syllabum Design C1978J>, to the thinking 
processes that underlie language use <skills and strategies) 
What is ESP exactly? To provide a deeper undermtanding of 
ESP, the question could be answered from several angles. First, 
how deem ESP differ from general purpose English <GPE>? Widdowson 
1:1. 
(1983) in making a distinction between ESP and GPE, points out 
·i·.h;;lt. :i.n ESP, ''pur•pctt'>r:~·· r•tiiJ·Fiii!r'!l> t.o tht::~ tii!Vt:i!nt.ual pr·r.-~..cticm.J. us;e t.cJ 
which the language will be put in achieving occupational and 
ac<:ld~;~cn:i.c <:L:i.mm <EOP and EAPl. Accoc"'dins;J t.1:1 tlicn, ''ESP i!l; 
emsentially a training concept'', after one has established as 
pr·~;~c:i.st::-ll.y ill.S pc:tms;:i.bl~:l whc;Lt. lec:.Lc"ner•s; need tht.~ l<lLn!;JLI<:L!;Je ·11 t:tr. '' But., 
in GPE, purpose has to be conceived of in educational terms, as a 
formulation of objectives which will achieve a potential for 
later practical use. In other words, purpome is a descriptive 
term in ESP, while in GPE, it is a theoretical term. 
Secondly, Hutchinson and Waters (1987) point out that ESP is 
nett. dt,;lm.l:i.ns;J wit.h ''!;;pt,;lcializt::ld vaLt"iet.:i.t.':l!l>'' c1·F En~;~liml·, < pr•c!duc·r. c:t·l1 
register analysis). Similarly, Mackay and Mountford (1978> point 
of language required, skills needed and the range of function to 
which language is to be put <p.4l'', thus ESP is dealing wi~h 
specialized aim not spacial language. 
Thirdly, how do we define the varieties within ESP (e.g. 
EST, EAP, EOP, ate. l, given the fact that there are so many 
divisions? Basically, two kinds of devices have been developed 
for defining the varieties: purpose - register analysis, and 
needs analysis <Widdowson 1983>. Yet Widdowson also pointed out 
that ''in both casas the analysis is raduct.ionist and divisive 
(p.lOl'', and proposes a comprehenmive theoretical view of ESP. It 
is suggested that ESP should be arranged along a scala of 
specificity with training at one end and education at the other, 
and EAP would appear close to the end of education. Skehan brings 
up a similar concern when discussing the issues in ESP testing 
(1984}, questioning the communicative needs analysis approach 
that Munby (1978> took when developing the language skills 
taxonomy which has been influential in the production of some new 
ESP tests (e.g. ELTS, the British Council test CCarroll 1980JJ 
Instead, Skehan supports the notion of unitary competence 
advocated by Oller <1976, 198a>, which appears to have much in 
common with Widdowson's comprehensive theoretical view of ESP. 
Furthermore, when considering the various skills needed for some 
ESP situations, Skehan questions the possibility of a criterion-
referenced approach for tests of ESP, pointing out that though 
criterion referencing is an attractive ideal, it is difficulty to 
achieve in practice. He suggests that ESP testing should either 
use the concept of criterion-related validity or try to develop 
i!Lp p r· IJ p 1~ i ilL t.~;~ n 1J r•m .. - r•r:?. ·l1 tm r· If:~ l'l(~t,;~d ·?.(~~!lit. m , i.-L ·11 t. (:,~ 1~ al. 1 '' h c1w m p(o':~c i ·f! :i. c i !5 
Since the communicative language and ESP approachem involvs 
the ability to use language to communicate in real life 
mituations for real purpomes, an emphasis on authenticity is 
inevitable. However, as Spolsky (1985} points out, the criterion 
of authenticity raises ~mpartant pragmatic and ethical quemtions. 
Shohamy and Reves (1985~ have surveyed the development of 
language tests toward authenticity. After analyzing the 
advantagem and shortcomings of indirect vs. direct <authentic> 
tests, they point out that indirect tests are more efficient and 
suitable for psychometric analymis. Authentic te~ts, on the other 
hand, based an real interactions, and aiming at capturing real 
:t.a 
language and i~a varia~iona in use have more face validity in 
terms of authenticity. Neverthleaa, there is a lack of attention 
given to the psychometric properties of authentic testa, and it 
i m "i!l na:i. vr:il b(~~ J. i «~ ·F t, hiil t. !:tc:J~-(~i:1.ll ~:ld iilll t, h«~ n tie t.e!:t t s iarr:il c~(~al J. y 
authentic <Shohamy and Reves 1985, p.51)''; the language obtained 
c:1 n t, h~:~ t,,;,~ m t, !it is n c:1 m c:1 ~~~" ·t,hian '' iil.l.l ·r.hr:iln t i (:~ t,('f!!li t, 1 iiln ~;) ur:Lgt;!l'' wh :i. ch is 
not the same as real-life language <Stevenson 1985, Spolsky 
1985>. Through the analysis of the differences between authentic 
test language and authentic real-life language, Shohamy and Reves 
identified five factors considered responsible for reducing the 
'' <:tc.l then t. :i. c" l i:Ln£) Ui:q;Ji=~ in t, c1 '' f:ll.l t.I·H:~ n t, :i. c t.c::~m t, l. ans;J Uiil.fJE~ '' . Tl·lese 
factors are: the goal of interaction, the participant, the test 
setting, the topic, and the time of test. Spolaky <1985> has also 
looked into the issuem of authentic testa, noticing mome related 
problema and suggemting that acme of the difficulty can be 
overcome by authentic-seeming task, and long, patient, and 
sympathetic observation by temters who are more like observers. 
Seliger (1985) after examining mome ways in which meaning is 
extracted in authentic language context, points; out that by the 
very act of testing, authenticity is destroyed, yet also suggests 
some implications for authentic language temting, mainly that, 
''language testing would be to develop tests that focus not on the 
product, but on the succesmful implementation of the processes 
(Seliger 1985, p.12J''. Knowing the pragmatic and ethical questions 
raised on authentic language tests;, and acknowledging the fact 
t.h<:lt, ''t,(:"i!st,:i.n~J'' :i.t,!iiii:~l-!1 :i.m iiL !:tt.umblin~;J blc:Jcl< C:J·I1 aut,h(::!nt,:i.c liil.f"l£JUiii.£Je 
testing. Though designing an authentic language test might seem 
1.4 
-----·-------- ------
to be an impossible mission, Selinger's suggestion has at least 
pointed out a direction for language testers. 
Note-taking is often present in the ~cademic environment, 
and when recall of information is involved many students believe 
in note-taking (Ganke 1981>. The results of studies done en the 
value of note-taking have bean inconsistent, some find it 
beneficial but some do not, as Peters noted (1972> ,in terms of 
subsequent test outcomes. Same studies indicated that the effect 
of nate-taking is conditional, depending an factors such as 
intelligence, verbal ability, and subject's memory span <Peck 
1988; Vesta and Gray 1978). Despite the fact that studies dealing 
with the affect of nota-taking an recall offer mixed support for 
the value of this activity, since note-taking is an activity that 
students often engage in while listening to information or 
lecture presented to them in academic environment. Therefore, in 
EAP listening comprehension tests, far striving toward 
authenticity, allowing mt~dents to take nates is justifiable. 
''Listening comprehension is a complex, problem-salving 
skill <Wipf 1984, p.845>''. In recant years, much rasaach has been 
conducted an the various skills involved in listening, the 
central place of listening comprehension in initial second 
language acquisition, and its influence upon the development of 
the other language skills <Douglas 1988>. Dunkel (1986> in her 
discussion of the theoretical principles and pedagogical 
considerations of developing listening fluency in a second 
language has noted that ''listening comprehension should be the 
fecal methodology in foreign/second language instruction, 
Many others have stated the same idea, acknowledging the 
importance a~ listening skills in any communicative situation, 
and advocating the development o~ materials for purposes of 
teaching and testing listening comprehension <Wikes 1981, 
Burbidge 1984, Benson 1980, Postavsky 1974, Davies 1980). 
Before we turn to a detailed discussion of listening 
o:~clmpl~(::~ht::~n!l;:i.t:Jn, whc:tt. CilLn br:~ mm.:i.d r.t.bl:ll.tt. limten:i.nr:J in t,hf:l !::!m.iiJ.l,. 
world? According to Burbidge (1984> and Brown <1978>, typical 
mpaken language im nat very well organized, seldom conmists of 
complete sentences, is full of hemitations, interruptions and 
repetitions, and often deem not contain a lot of information. In 
real listening, there is usually a lot of visual aids, which 
helps the listener to comprehend the message. Furthermore, in 
real world listaning people have expectations about how the 
conversation might go, based on their knowledge of the world and 
are canmtantly making predictionm about what might ba said naxt. 
In addition, listanars have a lot of contextual information about 
tha spaakar and the situation thay ara in. And vary often they 
have purposes far listening, seeking for specific pieces of 
information. Knowing what is involved in real listening will 
certainly help cur undarmtanding about what the components of 
listening comprehenmion are. 
According to Wilkem <1981), Benson and Hjelt (1980) agree 
with Oller <1974> that ''listening camprahension is a highly 
integrative skill which dema~ds conceptualization of the 
phonological, grammatical and lexical data into an internal 
:1.6 
of listening comprehension: (1) ~he recognition laval (the 
identification of words and phrases, structural 
interrelationships, time sequences, logical and modifying terms, 
and ethers>; and C2> the selection level (seizing on those elements 
of the speaker~& language which seem to expre~s the purposes of 
the speaker>. Wipf C198~> through a graphic representation has 
triad to demonstrate the components of listening comprehension 
Figure 4: Components of Listening Comprehension 
Sound Discrimination 
Vocabulary 
Stress and Intonation 
Grammatical Structures 
''-CONTEXT 
' 
Retention 
( F" :i. ~;} 1 1 r· (·=~ .t.l : T 1·1 ,,,~ c1 i:l r· I< !:; p ;:H::: ~-,~ :i. n ·<,1"1 ~~ c:: ~=~ n ·i~ ~=~ r~ , w h ~=~ r !:!! i:L 11 t. h li~ c::: IJ m p o n c-? n ·t. s 
size of the darkened area determines the degree of mastery; and 
\, h •·=~ •·:! n v ,,,! ]. u p L , 1 q r.:: :i. r• c ]. (~~ r· I::! p 1 • r:! !H '''~ n ·i. !ii "i'. 1·1 1;:1 c t:1 n i'.t::! x ·<. :L 11 w h i c 1·1 l :i. !:; t. l::~ 1~ i n q 
.i.nvCJJ.v;,:!d in l:L!:;·i·,,.;!n:i.raq l"li:LV•C:! i:J,,,!,::!n id~:!n·<.:i.f:i.•-?d by l~:i.c::hi:l.l~c:J!:; C:I.9B~5l 
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These processes are: propositional identi~ication 
(propositions are the basic units o~ meaning involved in 
comprehension), interpretation o~ illocutionary ~orca, and 
activation o~ real-world knowledge. Richards also points out that 
the act of speaking imposes a particular form on utterances, and 
this considerably affects how messages are understood <medium 
factors). Based on his analysis, he has came up with a taxonomy 
of listening skills, including sa micro-skills related to 
conversational listening, and 18 relevant to academic listening. 
Powers (1985), on the other hand, on the basis of a literature 
r•t::!V:i.(':l\..t, ha.m (:~IJmli.~ "t.IJ ·t.ht::l CIJn(:~ll.t!:>:i.IJn t.hi:Lt. ''t.ht:"i!l~t,"f! :i.!:> n1J 
comprehensive theory of listening behaviour <p.9)''. Dempite the 
lack of a simple, completely acceptable definition of listening, 
after him literature review, Powers ham mummarized mome ~actorm 
thought to a~~ect limtening comprehension. These ~actorm relate 
to the mtimulum material (i.e., mode o~ presention>, to the 
mpeaker (i.e., the manner of delivery>, and the context (i.e., 
whether or not notetaking im allowed) or other situational 
variablem. The expositions o~ the researcherm mentioned above 
contribute to our inmightm into varioum ampectm o~ limtening 
comprehanmion. Thera im no doubt that limtening comprehension im 
a complex, integrative mkill. It demandm the knowledge of 
grammatical structuram, phonology, and morphology, and more 
important the ability to apply the knowledge into varioum 
listening situations ~or a proper interpretation o~ an utterance 
or a meriem o~ utterances, and as a result, lead to a 
full~illment of mpeci~ic listening purposes. 
J r;,~..m.:~JWJ..£1-b.J . .lit:!":.S!.D..:i 11fl_Q.!;!!!UH:: ~;~ h (i!J:!Jiill!:t 
The fact that listening comprehension ham bean taking on 
growing importance in foreign/second language learning and 
teaching ham brought to testing specialists an obligation to 
assist in the development of methods far valid and reliable 
measurement of listening comprehension skills. 
Canale <1984>, after a consideration of the natura of 
receptive language proficiency, suggests that in order to assure 
an adequate representation of receptive language proficiency in a 
given test, minimal consideration be given to development stages, 
text demands, situations and purposes of language use, and their 
differing influences on the skills tested. He also brings to our 
attention the eight factors which influence language performance 
and neuromuscular skills reguiredl; (2l representation of 
knowledge; (8) language usa situations <reflexive or transitive; 
reciprocal or nonreciprocal> (4) context and message; 
(5l artificial restrictions (e.g. part1c1pants, mode, channel, and 
time/length>; (6l monitoring factors; (7l affective factors; and 
(8) strategic factors. Finally, in his consideration of possible 
improvements in receptive language testing, he points out that a 
good test nat only should reflect careful attention to validity 
<content, concurrent>, ~eliability (internal, test-retest>, and 
practicality (administration and scoring), but also should 
reflect test acceptability, and feedback potential. Hence, Canale 
offers two guiding principles fer receptive language tasting to 
counter the risk of overemphasizing psychometric and practical 
concerns in test development. 
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Principle 1: Attempt to elicit the bast performance from 
test takers by presenting tasks that are fair, important in 
themselves, and interesting in themselves (bias for bast>. 
Principle 2: Attempt to provide test tasks that can reveal 
to test takers and educators clear, rich, relevant, and 
generalizable information (bias for rewarding feedback)·. 
Along with these principles, Canale mentioned four general test 
design features that are worthy of considerations in improving 
r•t,~c~~P ·~. i vIii! 1 r.Ln !;J lliii.!;J'''~ t.~~s; t. :i. n !J : ( :1. > t. hi:':~ meLt. :i.e 1:1 r•g;:Ln i z <:L t i 1:1 n ; < 2 l ·11 r.1u r 
stages in test administration (warm-up, laval check, probe stage, 
and wind-up>; (3) adaptive tasting procedures; and (4) criterion-
referenced tasts. Othars have elaborated on these features. For 
example, Jonas <1984l acknowledges the value of thematic 
1:1 •··g<il.n :i. z i!L ·~. :i. 1:1 n b IJ !:; t.;:L t. i n!J t.h<:l. t. ''A t,hama t. :i.'~ 1:1 I"!JilLn :i. z m. t. i rJ n l"l!:~s~~mb lti:~!:; 
more closely the types of listening and reading tasks we 
~=~xpt,;~r·:i.t,;~ncl!:~ :i.n l''l!:~i:Ll l:i.-11 ~:~, '' <:Lnc:J t.l1m.t. '':i.n ·~.h~'i! cc:Jn!:;t,r•I.IC'i'.:i.r.ln o·l1 
performance listening and reading tests, thematically organized 
passages are a necessary <p.366l''. Nevertheless, he also points 
out the problems inherent :i.n thamatic test stimuli: they are lass 
efficient; limit the variety of language materials that can be 
tasted; and can result in test contamination. In adiscussion of 
the 1986 ACTFL proficiency guidelines <American Council on the 
Teaching of Foreign Language), Douglas (1988) provides a brief 
overview of currant work in listening test development and 
research. He suggests that currant work in listening 
comprehension test development is moving in five directions: (1l 
of tests which are mora efficient-adaptable to individual 
ability; <2> tests which are both integrative (in the technical 
sensa of tasting more than one skill or ability at once> and 
f.:?O 
in~egrated (in the sense of listening comprehension tasks feeding 
and being fed by o~her skills (e.g., the Ontario Test of ESL 
<Wesche 1987); C8l tests which challenge learners to employ 
varying strategies to deal with varying conditions of 
transmission noise, text mutilation or differing media; <4> tests 
which are contextualized; C5l tests which require students to 
apply understanding gained through listening to a variety of 
tasks involving other components of language proficiency (e.g., 
the task-based test design, Madden & Samuda 1985l. According to 
Dl:lU~;Jl<:Ls ·~.h(-?rr.-? mhiJUld bf:':~ a coni'.:i.nuing !iit::i!iil.rr.~h ·Fc1r ''a Gr•ELI1d 
Unification Theory in language testing that will relate 
constructs associated with language competence, domains of use, 
stages of learning, psychometric requirements and technological 
Pf.)'(',(:':HJ'?,:i.i:ll ( P, 2!58) II, 
Basically, there are four stages in constructing 
a language test <Davies 1984): 
S 'i·.m.gt::l :1. : TI·H::l p l<:Ln n :i. n£J m t.age , p l.an n :i. n~J t.he con t.r.~~n 't. illl'lcl ~;JeHleH'cll 
layout of the test. 
Stage 2: The prapilot stage, devising mora items than will 
eventually be needed <preferably 8 times as many>. 
Stage 8: The pilot stage, trying out the test to check the 
administration procedure and provide materials for thorough item 
analysis and revision of the draft test. 
Stage 4: The validation stage, trying out the test in its final 
form to obtain evidence as to its practical umefulness, 
reliability and validity. 
According to Davies, stages 2, 8 and 4 are partly procedural 
and partly dependent on the success of stage :1.. It is at this 
2:1. 
stage that the professional language knowledge of the test 
constructor is called upon, and it is crucial for language 
sampling and hence for subsequent test validation. Therefore, for 
the make of validating the new ESLPT Listening Comprehension 
Test, a detailed description of its content and general layout, 
am wall ·am decisions made on the type of test items, will ba 
provided in the later parts of the paper. 
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Part II: The New ESLPT Test Development 
Stage 1: Planning Stage 
Since the new test is meant to be a new version of the 
present ESLPT Listening Comprehension Test, the format, 
final number of test items needed, and time spent in 
adminimtering the test were all planned to be the same as for the 
present test. Thus, the new test was also to be a tapa-recorded, 
multiple-choice format test, consisting of 8 parts, totaling 85 
test items. The total administration time should be approximately 
The new test has taken a communicative language tasting 
approach. The principle of authenticity is applied, and all the 
tasks undertaken in the test wera planned to be as close to real-
life, intaract~ve communicative operations, and day-to-day 
discourse as possible. 
The first procedure in developing the naw ESLPT Listening 
Comprehension Test was to do a needs assessment to analyze the 
communicative needs of the participants. This was suggested for 
writers of communicative performance tests by Carroll <1980>. As 
suggested by Richards (1985), wara tha situations, activities, 
and tasks in which cur international students will ba required to 
listen ware analyzed. Apparently, academic listening is the main 
listening purpose of this specific group of students-ISU incoming 
international students-that wa ara dealing with. Basad on our 
observation and literature surveys of related research, we 
developed a list of listening situations on tha ISU campus and 
the activities involved. Sae Tabla 1. 
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TABLE :1. Lis~ening Si~ua~ians and Ac~ivi~ies an Campus 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
!:iiTUATION 
In <:L Cla.m!r. 
In a Reci~a~ian Sec~ian 
In a Lab Sec~ian 
At. uL s..,.,lm :i. nm .... 
At ~he S~uden~ Service O~~ice: 
S~uden~ Counseling O~~ice 
Health Center O~fice 
Administration's O~fice 
Campus Information Desk 
Library Service Office 
E.O. Building 
Wclm(~~n' !ii C<~nt . ..,.,~,.. 
H<:ll.l s :i. n~;) O·F ·F :i.e~~ 
Telecommunication Office 
Media Resource Cen~er 
ACTIVITY 
1. Listen to various types of 
l~H.~'i'.l.ll"eS: 
narrative, description, process, 
insti"Uct.ion. 
2. Listen to discussion. 
3. Listen t.o conversation. 
1. List.en t.o int.roduct.ion t.o 
services t.o be aware of the 
content. of a service. 
~, 
r.. •. 
8. 
List.en t.o schedule of events: 
when, where, what., how. 
Listen to procedures and fare 
1:1 ·F m. !li ~lH" v i (.~ta . 
4. List.en t.o directions to locat.e 
a place on campus. 
5. Listen ~o advice to properly 
manage a sit.uation. 
Furthermore, a series of important listening skills were 
iden~ified and selected as skills ~o be tes~ed, in accordance 
with the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines (1986) on listening 
compete"ce at an advanced level (p.19l, see Table 2a. And the 
results of Powers' survey of academic demands related to 
listening skills (1985), am well as Richards' taxonomy of 
academic listening skills (1985), see Table 2b. 
TABLE 2a The ACTFL Pro~iciency Guidelines on Listening Skills at 
Advr.l.n<'~(-l!d l...t:'l!vrml 
Able to understand main ideas and most details of connected 
discourse on a variety of topics beyond the immediacy of the 
situation. Comprehension may be uneven due to a variety of 
linguistic and extralinguistic factors, among which topic 
familiarity is very prominent. These texts frequently involve 
description and narration in different time frames or aspects, 
such as present, nonpast, habitual, or imperfective. Texts may 
include interviews short lectures on familiar topics, and new 
items and reports primarily dealing with factual information. 
Listener is aware of cohesive devices but may not be able to use 
them to follow the sequence of thought in an oral text. 
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TABLE 2b Academic Listening Skills Selected for the New 
Listening Comprehension Test. 
Cin accordance with Powers~ survey of academic demands related to 
listening skills.) 
:1.. 
,., 
r.:.. 
Identifying major themes or ideas. 
Identifying relationships among major ideas. 
Identifying topic of a lecture. 
~- Retaining information through nota-taking. 
5. Retrieving information from notes. 
6. Inferring relationships between information. 
7. Comprehending kay vocabulary. 
B. Deducing the meaning of words from context. 
9. Following the spoken mode of lectures. 
10. Identifying supporting ideas and axrunplas. 
Cin accordance with Richards~ taxonomy of academic listening 
~;I< :i. 11m. ) 
1. Ability to identify purpoma and scope of lecture. 
2. Ability to identify topic of lecture and follow topic 
dr,;~vr:~ 11:1pm(.;~ n t •. 
d. Ability to identify relationship among unitm within 
d:i.SCl1UI~S(-:l. 
~- Ability to identify role of discourse markarm in mignaling 
mtructure of lecture. 
5. Ability to infer relationships Ccauma, affect, conclusion> 
6. Ability to recognize kay lexical items related to 
!5 1.1 b _j ~;~(:~t I t. 1:1 p :i. c . 
7. Ability to <:Iaduca meanings of wards from context. 
B. Ability to recognize markers of cohesion. 
9. Ability to recognize function of intonation to signal 
information mtructure. 
10. Ability to detect attitude of mpeakar toward subject matter. 
:1.1. Ability to follow different madam of lecturing: spoken, 
audio, audio~visual. 
12. Familiarity with different mtyles of lecturing: formal, 
conversational, read, unplanned. 
18. Familiarity with different registers: written versus 
r.:~c>ll~:~qu:i.a.l. 
1~. KnDwladge of clamsroDm c~:~nvantiDnm. 
15. Ability tD rac~:~gnize inmtructiDnal/learnar tasks<a.g., 
warning, muggemtians, racommandatianm, advice, inmtructionm> 
--~----------------------------------------------------------------
The mituations and activitiem which ware selected for tha 
content Df the new ESLPT Limtaning Comprehension test ware thDme 
in which momt mtudants could aamily picture their involvement. 
Thoma selected ware: 
1. Limtaning tD cDnvarmationm taking place in a library tour, 
2!5 
be~ween a librarian and a student, regarding various services 
at the library <Part 1). 
2. Listening to conversation taking place in a campus tour, 
between a tour guide and a student, regarding campus 
locations,· and various campus services <Part 1>. 
8. Listening to classroom conversations, between a student and a 
teacher, regarding classroom policy, appointment, and 
assignment <Part 2). 
4. Listening to lectures taking place in a clams or a lab 
section regarding a variety of topics related to various 
The various listening skills mentioned by Powers and 
Richards were stressed in each part of the test. The skills 
·fclcumr:,~d c1n :i.n Par•t. :1. m<:~.:i.nly wt~~r·~~: ''r•et,m.:i.nin!;J :i.n·!lt:Jrm;:J.tit:ln ·l:r't:lm 
nt:lt,t:?s'', i:l.nd ··~~~7!'\'.r•:i.~:~vin!;J :i.n·I:IJI~mi:l.'l',it:Jrl ·l:r·Dm not.ii:!m''. In IJI~dii:~l~ t.1:1 
answer the questions in Part 1, the students need to be able to 
listen for very specific information on procedures, fares, and 
schedules, about various serv1ces on campus. Since in real life 
they might take notes on such inform<:~.tion, they are permitted to 
del mc1 :i.n the temt, thum demonstr<:~.ting the ability to ret<:~.in and 
retrieve information from notem. In Part 2, the student-teacher 
conversation part of the test, the focum was en testing students• 
knowledge of classroom conventions, and ability to recognize 
inmtructional/J.•arner tasks (e.g., advice, muggemtionm, 
instructions.) In Part 8, the lecture part of the test, the focus 
wam en temting the mkills related to lecture comprehension, fer 
r;,~ x iil.m p 1 ~:~ , '' :i. dt:'i! n-r. :i. ·r: y :i. ng ll'liil.,j 1:1 r• ·r.J'l~'i!ll'l~!!i> 1:11~ :i. d~:~iil., pur· p 1:1 st::~ iil.n d m<::IJ pt:'i! , <.'l.m 
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modem of lecturing, spoken, audio, audio-visual'' (both audio, and 
audio-visual modes were presented in the test). Though in each 
individual part of the test, some specific listening skills were 
the focus of testing, the other listening skills were not 
excluded. For instance, in the first and second parts of the 
test, the students still need to demonstrate the ability to 
recognize function of intonation to signal information structure. 
B~;~m:i.d~:!m, t.hr::~·y tJ·f-t,r:.'ln n(~~~:~d tc:> d(-?.mon!;;t.r•<ll.t.~? t.hr::! ill.b:i.lit.y tcJ dt:.'!CIJcle t.he 
mea?ing of words from context, s1nce very likely, they would not 
recognize every word in the texts. 
Stage 2: Pre-pilot Stage 
So far we have gone through Carroll's first phase - ''design 
Phase'' - of communicative language test construction, and the 
test content is specified. The next stage is the realization of 
design specificationm phase, to write the test itself. As Carroll 
points out, this is perhaps the most difficult phame, since it 
requires a combination of scientific understanding and creative 
writing. The test writer is often expected to produce an 
attractive, workable, authentic set of tasks whome content and 
contextual f~atures represent the mituations in which English 
will be used. But often authenticity is likely to be abandoned in 
the search for reliability and economy. Therefore, to provide a 
mm. t.<,:!c~ i al s '' i m <::: r• ur::: :i. iiL J. . 
For the mituations and activitiam melepted for the first 
part of the temt, handouts and booklatm related to various ISU 
'i:t7 
___ ,,, _________ , 
campus services were ga~hered and adap~ed. Final decisions were 
made according ~o the degree of popularity of each service, ~hen 
mcrip~s were draf~ed. The following campus services were chosen: 
library services, health services, and bus services. Also a 
genuine campus map was modified by a gradua~a s~udent in 
Architecture, and a script was wri~~en, accompanying the map, for 
a ~our around the campus. For Part 2 of the test, the scripts of 
the studen~-teachar conversations in a classroom setting were 
suggested by transcrip~ions of videotapes cif real classroom 
in~eractions at ISU <Douglas and Myers 1987>, along with the test 
writer~s personal experience as a s~udent. For Par~ a of the 
test, three lectures were included. The script of Lecture 1 was 
wri~~en by the test writer on a Sewage Disposal Unit, and a 
d :i. a.!;J r m. m w a. m t:l d <:lp t r::i d ·F I"' 1:1 m P<i13: .. :~.§li~!J..!li._Q -11 F:J!~~ , i:t n E A P t. ~:~st. t.) Cl o I( b y 
Kennedy and Hunston (1982>. FoP Lecture 2, on a Laser Jet 
Printer, both the script and diagram were adapted fl"'om a printer 
manual. For Lecture a on Technical Writing, bo~h the script and 
bar chart ware adapted from an EAP testbook on Technical Writing. 
Effor~s ware made ~o ensure that ~he listening texts ware 
distinct from ~ha writ~an tax~s. i.e. more colloquial <complex 
sen~enca structures were avoided, the rata of delivery was 
moderate, and intonation was natural). Nevertheless, since the 
script was read, some features of authentic communications ware 
not included, such as background noise, false starts, pauses, and 
repetitions. In addition, the amount of information in each piece 
of discourse was reduced, so tha~ it was reasonable to presen~ 
within the time allowed. Jargon was avoided so that no discipline 
2f.3 
would be favored. The melec~ed academic lim~ening skills ~o be 
tes~ed were kep~ in mind while the scripts were wri~ten, or 
adapted. Since ~him is mainly a lim~aning comprehension test, the 
writ~en multiple-choice answers ware either made mhor~, or ax~ra 
~ime was allowed for reading ~he longer answers ~o avoid 
involving to much reading skill in the test (See the script and 
tamtbook in Appendix A and B). 
All ~ogethar there ware 45 items written for the scripts 
initially: 20 items for the first part, 8 for the second, and 17 
for the third. The instructions given for answering each part of 
the test clearly informed the students of the specific listening 
purposes. For example, the ins~ructions for Part 1 of the ~es~ 
informed the s~udents that they would hear a series of 
conversations taking place during a library tour and a campus 
tour. They ware told to listen carefully to specific information 
such am directions, procedures, fares and schedules. The students 
ware to taka notes on both Part 1 and Part 8, using the 
notetaking page provided or directly on the diagrams and bar 
chart, whenever there was a need. 
Careful procedures ware taken to ensure that the tam~ had 
good audio quali~y The mcrip~s and answers were ~aped a~ ~he Media 
Production Uni~ at ISU by professional ~echnicianm, and three 
experienced ESL teachers, a man and ~wo women, recorded ~he 
~:; c I'' :i. p t. . 
S~age 8: Pilot S~age 
After compla~ion of ~he draft test, th~ 45-itam, mul~iple-
choice listening comprehension test had its first try-out on 98 
ESL students. They ware students who ware placed in English 100E 
classes by the present ESLPT listening comprehension test in 
August 1987. The students came from various language backgrounds 
and academic fields. The draft test was given to them in their 
final examination period in December 1987, after they had had a 
semester of independent study on academic listening skills. The 
reason for having thim group of students as our s~bjects for the 
pilot testing was that they ware similar to the kind of students 
on whom the test was to be used eventually. 
All the subjects ware given two tastbooks, one for answers, 
and the other containing a nota-taking page, the campus map, twa 
diagrams, and the bar chart. They were also given a computer 
scoring mheet, since in the concurrent tasting which would be 
given in January 1988, with the present ESLPT Listening 
Comprehension Test, both tests would be scored by computer. 
The subjects needed to be able to handle two testbooks together, 
going back and forth from the testbook with nates and visual aids 
(map, diagram, bar chart> to the answer book. This was different 
from what is required in the present ESLPT Listening 
Comprehension test, where there is only an answer book to work 
en. This turned out to be not much of a problem, except that the 
test administrator stopped a few times after starting the tape to 
make sure that the subjects had found the right place, were 
looking at the right diagram, or were ready to go to the next 
part of the test. 
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Other than what is mentioned above, it was found that the 
instructions given for aach part of the test seamed to marva the 
purpose; the mubjectm ware able t1:1 follow the instructions given 
to do the task required. And the length 1:1f pauses allowing the 
subjects to read thr~:~ugh the answers and put the chosen one down 
~:~n the c~:~mputer-scoring sheet seemed to be adequate as wall. The 
whole administration time of the test was around 45 minutes. 
After the pilot tasting, the answer sheets ware scored, and 
raw mcoras were tabulated. Descriptive statistics, along with the 
reliability of each part of tha test and tha tast as a whole were 
gatharad. Tabla 8 contains the means, standard deviations, and 
raliabilitiem for the tamt. 
TAI:::I...E 8 
Pt:I.I~'L :1. 
Pc:tr•t, f.:~ 
Pc:1.1~t. 8 
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Mean, standard deviation, and reliability for New ESI...PT 
Listening C~:~mprahension Test. 
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With a reliability equal to or lams than .50, the total test 
and the individual parts all proved to be unsatisfatory. But one 
may argue that with a group of subjects having similar listening 
proficiency laval (placed together by the present ESLPT Listening 
Comprehension Test>, low reliabili~y is likely to occur. Wa ware 
sura that this situation would improve in the concurrent tasting, 
when there would ba a bigger group with a wider range of 
proficiency. Nevertheless with a mean of 22.5 (50%), the test was 
considered to be a hard test. Therefore, special effort needed to 
be made, such as changing the rata of delivery, or modifying 
distractors, to make the test easier. 
TABLE 4 Correlation between the total score and parts. New ESLPT 
Listening Comprehension Test. 
PHl.l''t, :1. P;a.rt, a Tot,;:l.l 
Tc:l·r.c:1.l .Tl .4B .Tl :1 •• 0 0 
All Cor,:~·r:.r::i.r.."'::i.r::~nt.s P< . 00:1. 
Each part of the test was correlated with the total. These 
eel I'' c~r:i!l iil. ·~. i Cl n s are shown in Tabla 4. They were satisfactory, with 
only one exception: the correlation between the total score and 
Part 2. This lower correlation might be explained by a smaller 
number of test items. In Part 2 there were only 8 items, while in 
the other two parts, there ware 20, and 17 items respectively. 
Also, the student-teacher conversations in Part 2 were less 
discourse oriented, having a shorter context in comparison to the 
ather two parts, and this might be another reason for the lower 
cc:lc~r·r:,!lat:i.cln!;;. 
An item analysis was conducted on each test item. For each 
calculated, the following formulas being used: 
Fc1 r·mul t:l. :1. : ''Fia.(:~:i.l :i. t, ~J Viil.l. ue'' equ;a.l m th~7! numb(':"! I"' 1:1 ·F t.he~ t.c:1p ( h :i. !;Jhr:f!r 
score> one-third plus the bottom (lower scare> 
one-third of the subjactm who got the item correct, 
divided by the total number of the mubjacts in both 
gr•c:Jup!;;. 
FV ~ <1 + 8) I Nc~ + ~, 
82 
1::-IJt~mul;a. 2: "Discr•im:i.n;a.·~.ion ValLI(-?" equals tiJ t.he numb(':lt"' o·f1 t.h!:."'! top 
one-third of the subjects with the right answer, 
minus the number of the bottom one-third of the 
subjects with the right answer,divided by the number 
of subjects in either group. 
DV ~ (1 - 8> I Nc~ , a, 
:r·l1 c:Ln :i.t.(~lm ham ilL ''·11m.c:i.l:i.t.y v<a.lue'' in the t~a.ntJI:ll b~Jt.ween 80%··-701., 
it is considered satisfactory, i.e., neither too hard nor too 
easy; if it is below 801., that means the item could be too 
difficult; if it is above 701., the item could be too easy. Am to 
t. I"Hll "cl :i. !r.cr· imina t :i c:1 n :i. n dl:ll x" 1 if i:Ln :i. tl:lltn hilL!!; ill "d i !:;c r• :i. m i nc:L t. j. 1:1 n 
index'' over 401.1 it is considered satisfactory, i.e. 1 the item 
can discriminate the high proficiency level from the lower 
proficiency level; if it is below 401.1 it indicates the item does 
nc1·~. d:i.scr•:i.m:i.nm.·r.f:ll V(':li"'Y Wfi:lll. ~if::le Table ::; ·F1.1r• ·i".hfa· ''·f1m.c:i.l:i.t\J via.lLt~::'' 
a.nd '' cl :i. !:;cr• :i. m i i:-L t. i 1:1 n :i. ndt:::x '' 1.1·F (':liach t.em t. :i. tr:.'!m . 
T1~BI...E !:) "Fc:t.c :i.l :i. t \J Vm.lw::l" <:Lnd "D:i. mer :i. m :i. nm. t. i tHl I ndii:lX" o ·11 p :i.l Cl t. "i".t:":l!!; ·i~ 
:i. t,t:":"!ln!:i 
Fc:u~:i.l :i. t. y Value Discrimination Index 
:1. lf!e7!:'1% 481. 
2 87% IIC18% 
a 87'1. lf!e271. 
4 IICBO% ~:1.8% 
!:> 70% lf!ESS% 
6 80% lf!e--:1.8% 
7 !59% ~:LO% 
B lf!e78% ~~Cas% 
<;> If!! f.:! f.?.% If!!·- :I. "71. 
:1. () .<:J5% ~:1.71 • 
:1. :L !5(21. ~80% 
H?. ~:J.B% IIC:J.O% 
:1.8 liC(28% lf!ef.?.71. 
:J..f.J 88% ll« :1. a1. 
:1. !.') 601. 4"71. 
:1.6 87% lf!e20% 
:1.7 !581. 40% 
:LB 11C<:rr1. 
* 
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:1.9 6f.?.% lf!e87% 
20 !:)21. !:>0% 
(2:1. liC77% lf!e884f. 
t?.c~ ~.\01. IIC20"1. 
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"liE" : I t.t::Hn !:1 t. he:'l. t. i:l.l~e u n s;a t. is ·Fat. IJ , .. y r.-tn d nerad t. c1 be r·<~~v i m~::~cl ell"' 
<~limina.'i'.t.-:!d. 
:1 .. Thr:l'l :i.·t.•:.'!ms; w:i.t.h a mint.tm Ol"' 0% ''dimct"':i.m:i.ni:Lt.:i.IJn :i.ndE:lX 11 wr:'!ll''~.:l 
eliminated, since these items would not serve the purpose of 
properly diagnosing the proficiency level of the ESL student. 
These items were: •6 (-:1.3%>, •9 (-:1.7%), •18 (0%l, •ae <-:I.O%l, 
:::~. Th~::~ :i. t,r,:lmm w:i. t.h i:l. 11 ·Fm.c:i.l :i. t y Vi:t.lt.tr::l 11 t.ha·t, wc:Ls ii:l :i. ·t,hr::lr' t.IJCl 
high or too low were elimimated. Theme items were: •12 (:1.8%), and 
P> 
,:;, . A decision wam made to omit the text of the campus 
di.~ll:i.vr~li''~J, t.~:i.t.h~:ll'' l.1:1w ' 1 ·fli:t.c:i.l:i.t.y Vt:l.ll.lt:'!l 1 ' Cll'' 11 d:i.s;cr•:i.m:i.ncl.t.il:ln :lnd~:1X' 1 
was found in most of the items. In fact, only 1 item, •:1.1, was 
ill. d r,:l q Ll cl. t. r,:l . 
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MrJ '[ LJ ·~. ·1: M !l;UI\~)'.!. ·~ \'t·)UII:J s · ~ 
mm.·r.~:~r·:i.m.l!1i 11 w~~r·c:.~ :i.n t.h~;~ t.~;~xt.. A~;Ja:i.n, t.he pr·G~!sumpt.icln w<ll.!li t.hc:lt. t.he 
lower proficiency students would be attracted to it, since they 
might recognize the words appeared in the listening text, while 
the higher proficiency students would be mora likely to 
comprehend the meaning in context and get the semantic 
information needed to provide the right answer. 
ltsi~.!!L.:!~Z: Wha·i'. :i.!li t.h~~ ·F:i.r'!lit. mt.c:.lp :i.n t.h~'il sec.:1.r·(~h PI"ClCG~dur·e? 
ill.. 
b 
* 
(:0 
d 
!5t.udy 
S«~ar•ch 
!:i<':~ l ~'iiC t, 
Exp<.:1.nd 
<:1. SGH:l.I"Ch m<:l.nt.lilll. 
through related topics. 
a suitable search area. 
topics with specific wprds. 
D :i. !li t. r· illC t. 1:1 r• 1:1. "St.ucly iii. !!i(~iitr'ch m<il.nUt'l.l" - was r~hianged t.c "~it.ud~J a 
b :i. b l :i .. D ~;J r• iil.p h y 1 :i. !lit. 11 • 11 ~; t.u d y ill !iiG~ilLr'ch m<llnt.tal'' i'J. ·r. t. r<ii.C t.rmd i'J. tl r•l'f:liil. ·r. 
many top students, probably they were torn between their world 
knowledge and listening proficiency, mince often in the real 
world, people do study a manual first in learning to use a new 
·i',r,:~chnolclnY pr•c:1dur.:~·r .. TcJ m.vc:1:i.d t.he cc:1n-f1 t.tm:i.t:1n, ''St.ud':.l a b:i.bl:i.IJ£JI''i:l.ph~.J 
l:i.!!it.' 1 Wiil.!5 t.t!iit:."'d inst.l:':liil.d. Sinclf.~ ''b:ibl:i.c:~gr•iilphy li!!i'i'.'' Will.m mr::'!nt.icJni!ild 
in the listening text, :i.t should be mora attractive to students 
who de net comprehend the whole passage. But for those who do 
c~:~mprehand, the revised distractcr should be lass attractive. 
I.:tf::l.J.lL_.:J!;,!;..9. : T h r,'il t. ii:l <itch r::l r• t. Bl k :i. n !;J t. 1:1 h :i. m c 1 iiL s !ii :i. m p r• r.1 bill b J. y 
:i.mpl~J:i.n!;J. 
C:l 
* b 
c 
d 
Him policy is relBxed. 
They should attend every class. 
He has no preference. 
It is all right to be late. 
D:i. m t. r'<:Lc t.c:1 r• <:1. -· ''H:i. !:i pc1l i t.:~\-J :i. !li r·t.~ liii.X r::ld '' c.:1.nd d -· "It. im all r·:i.qht 
to be lBta'' - were in a wHy similar. The fermer did attract some 
students, while the latter did net attract any. To avoid the 
r.:~hm.ngr:.~d t.tJ '' ·l1 i:t:i. ,~ '' , !:> :i. nc~~ '' ·11 a:i. ,~ '' meii:~tn('i/d '!'.tJ b~~ tn<J ~~~~ t.-:!otntn<J nl y u S('i!d 
"l<3.t.~:l" Will!:> chia.ng~:l<:l t.1:1 "c:Lbmt::~nt.", !:>:i.n<7!('i/ "li3.t<'il" :i.!s not. m(~~nt.itJned in 
the listening text, and in the conversation, the mtudent is 
trying to find out about the teacher's attendance policy, 
students who only comprehend part of the passage, might relate 
should be more attractive. 
1.1~~.1!l :H•f.:~7: Whi:Lt. wc:1uld l:)a i:Ln i!Lpprr.lpr:i.m.t.~!l r'E!pCinse -f1 t:1r ·!'.l'le st.udent. :i.n 
t.h i !:> r.:~am~:~? 
ill. 
b 
~ t.:~ 
d 
I'll see you at ten. 
It couldn't be better. 
When would be a better time? 
Where should we meet? 
D:i.mt.r'ilLc·!'.c:lr' d ·- ''Wh~:~r·t::~ mhc1uld we mafi-Jt'' wam not attractive to 
either the top or bottom mtudentm. If a student did not 
comprehend what the teacher was trying to suggemt, that they meet 
at another time, the student would likely choose ''I'll mae you at 
·tt::!mpt.t::ld t.c1 chc:1t:1m~:! ''I'll s;e~J~ ~J1:1u <:Lt. t.~'!!n'' as; t.hr.'i! r•r,:~!lipon!l>Gl, m.nd pm.~J 
no attention to the other incorrect response. Therfore, a 
it'', to attract theme students who could not tell the 
inappropriateness of the responme in formality. The response 
would be more appropriate if the convermation wam between two 
friends, but, in this came, it was between a teacher and his 
student. Furthermore, lower proficiency students 
t.ht,;~ :i. m p c:Jr• t.ancf::l r.1·F app 1 ~J :i. n!J ·!'.I'H;~ r.:~c:tl:lpot.~r·;:l. ·r. :i. vr:?. p ,~ :i. nc :i. p 1 r.'i/!!i wht::ln 
carrying en a conversation. They may fail to realize that the 
teacher was implying that the students should ask him fer an 
alternative, meating him at another time. As fer the higher 
proficiency level students, they should be able to apply the 
cooperative principles to carry en a conversation, providing an 
appropriate question. 
J:J:~ff.!.~ .... ..:!t::1n : W h :i. <~ h t :i. 1.1~::-l d 1:1 y 1:1 u 1. h :i. n I< w o ul d b t::l a p r· o p ~::~ ~~ ·t. i t. 1 e~ ·P 1:11~ 
t.h<~~ 1 t:.H:~ t. u re'? 
i:l . 
b 
t;:: 
~ d 
The body of a report 
Hew the readers read 
Different type of readers 
Analyzing the reader 1 s needs. 
D:i.m·~ .• ~sl.r~t.c>r' b .... ''HI:>w ·~.h~:! r·.;:~i:Ldert.; ~~~:lm.d'' ·- a1.t.,~acted mm.ny < :1.8> 1.1Jp 
group students. Upon closer examination, there was indeed a 
m:i.m:i.l;;Lr•:i.t.~J l:le~t.wt::~t.=:~n :i.t. <:l.n<:l th~:! 1~:i.ght i:l.n!:;wer• ''Analyz:i.n~;J 
the reader~s needs''. Therefore, a decision was made to change it 
·1'. D ''T(':~t.:~h n :i.t;:cal r•t,;~p1:1 r• ·t. w1~ :i. t.r::~ rm '' SL muppc> r• t i l'l!;) :i.d~:1a, r• i:L 1.he r• t 11c:Ln ·~.he~ 
main idea in the lecture. It wam felt that the revimed distractor 
wDuld cDntinue to attract the lDwer proficiency students, mince 
they might not be able to differentiate main ideas frDm 
supporting ideas, while the higher prDficiency studentm wDuld be 
mDre drawn tD the right anmwer fDr the question, since they no 
lDnger would have tD chDDme between tWD similar right answers. 
<Sea Appendix C, the revised testbook. The distractorm that 
undt::11''Wiii!f'l'i'. l''f:!v:i.m:i.c:~n c:trt::! tlnd(':!r•l:i.nf,;~d. > 
Originally, the plan was to have the temt administrator play 
the tape straight thrDugh, and that is what was planned tl:l dD in 
the concurrent testing. To avoid having tD stop the tape in the 
middle of the test, a limt of procedurem for adminimtering the 
test were cDnstructed bamed on Dur experiences with the pilDt 
88 
tasting, included a clear explanation about how the visual aids 
worked with each part of the test. 
In addition, the total administration time of 45 minutes was 
longer than what was aimed at for tha final version of the test. 
However, after the revisions based on information gathered from 
the resultlli of the pilot testing, only 85 test items remained in 
the test, and the time of the test was raducad to around 80 
minutes. It was also axpectad that by giving concise 
explanation•, unplanned stops would be eliminated, and soma 
administration time .could be saved as wall. 
Stage 4: Tha Validation Stage - Concurrent Tasting 
As wa• planned, tha 85-itam ravisad ESLPT Listening 
Comprehension Test was given concurrently with tha present ESLPT 
L :i. !:; t.t::~ n :i. n IJ Cr.1 m p r•t;,~ht:,~ n m :i. c:> n T ~:~!;; ·t. t. c:1 :1. ~:> :1. :i. ncc1 min g I !5U in tt::~ r- nc:L t. i c:1 n<:Ll 
studentm on Januar-y 15, 1988. Basad on tha pilot tasting 
axpariancas, a list of steps for adminillitering tha naw ESLPT 
Listening Compr-ahenlliion Test was compiled (sea Appendix Dl, and 
was followed carefully by the test admini•trators, to minimize 
possible influence on tha tast result• by administration 
practices. The 151 students were divided into two separate rooms: 
ona containing 81 studantlli with two administrators and tha other-
containing 120 mtudantlli with 5 adminimtrator-s. The pramant 
listening test was given first, followed by the remaining 
multipla-choica partlli of the ESLPT. Tha new listening test was 
given 5 minutes after the old ESLPT bean given. In other wor-ds, 
tha two listening tamtm were given approximately 50 minutes apart 
from each other. Students ware not told that tha naw test was 
t::~ x pc::~ r· :i. m ~;~ n t.<ll.l . 
The purpose of giving the twa tests concurrently was to 
validate the concurrent validity of the new test. Since the new 
test was designed to be a new version of the present ESLPT 
Listening Comprehension Test, the concurrent validity of the new 
test is of great importance. In addition than this, we were 
interested in finding out whether the test statistics and item 
analysis would shaw an improvement an our second try-aut of the 
new test, and whether the preliminary revisions would be proved 
effective. In the fallowing sections, a comparison between the 
test statistics of the twa tests will be made. Correlations 
effectiveness of the preliminary revisions, will be discussed . 
.H!i!tlli.H.l.ldli-fr!.!.:l.!;L.Q_p m IIUJll!.!:.lii 
After the concurrent testing, both tests were immediately 
scared by computer. Descriptive statistics and reliabilitias of 
the twa tests were calculated (see Table 6). 
Descriptive statistics and reliabilities for 
the present and new ESLPT Listening Comprehension Test 
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1. Wi~h a mean of 24.45 vs. 19.87, ~he present test was 
considered to be easier ~han the new test. 
little higher reliability than ~he new test. But ~he reliability 
of the new ~es~ was sa~isfac~ory, and ~here was significan~ 
improvement in comparison to the reliabili~y of the pile~ ~es~. 
,., 
.,::, . When making a comparison of the reliabili~y be~ween 
parts of the tes~s, for Par~ 1 and Par~ 2, the presen~ tes~ had 
a higher reliability, but for Part 8, ~he new test had a higher 
r•t:!!lia.b:i.lit.~J. 
Next, each part of ~he presen~ tam~ was paired with a part 
of the new test, based en the similarity of the type of listening 
task involved in each part of ~he two tests. Part 1 of the 
present ~es~ and Par~ 2 of the new tam~ - comprehension of 
sentences - ware paired together (pair 1l, though Part 2 of the 
new tam~ are short converma~ions, theme two parts are considered 
to be more similar than the ethers. Part 2 of the present test 
was paired with Part 1 of the new test-ccmprehenmicn of discourse 
conversations <pair 2l, and Part 8 of the present test was paired 
with Part 8 of the new test-comprehension of lectures <pair 8l. 
An example of each part of the present test is shewn at the 
beginning of Part 1 of this paper, and an example of each part of 
the new test in the Appendix. Correlations ware calculated 
between the two tests as a whole, the part and the total test 
score, and also between pairs with similar listening tasks. 
Tabla 7 fer ~he correlation coefficients. 
TABLE 7 Correlation coefficients between Present ESLPT Listening 
Comprehension Test and the new ESLPT Listening 
Comprehension Test. 
PEPT NEPT PPARTl. NPAI~T2 PPAI~Tf.~ NPAI~T:I. PPAI~T;:l NPAI=ITB 
PEPT :1 • . 00 
NEPT . 7;3 1 .00 
PPAf·H:I. .77 .60 :1. .00 
NPAI~T2 . !:>6 .67 . !5:1. 1 .00 
PPAf.Hf.?. .86 .61 .54 ."'18 1 .00 
NPAHT:I. . !5~) .79 ."'18 .a6 . !5 :L :L .00 
PPAI:rra .82 . !:>9 . 4~) . .f~O .55 . ..C:If.~ :1. .00 
NPARTB . ("_,~;) . ~39 . !50 .4LI . !50 .54 . 5!5 :1. .00 
----------------------------------------------------------------
All. Coi!~·F ·F ici~?nt.!:> P< .00:1. 
1. A correlation of .78 indicated that the new test correlated 
fairly wall with the present test. They both were probably 
testing a student 1 s ability to comprehend listening texts . 
.. , 
t.: •• With correlations of .T7, . 82, each part of the pr~sent 
test correlated very well with the present test as a whole. 
also correlated well with the new test as a whale with only one 
exception between Part 2 and the whole test. Although the 
correlation of .67 did show some improvement in comparison with 
that of the pilot test, it is still lower than desired. 
were correlated, but nat very hiahly. These results might be due 
to th~ content of the specific listening texts that were selected 
fer each test. But no hard empirical evidence was gathered to 
support this assumption. 
"'12 
An item analysis which was somewhat different from that dona 
in the pilot test was conducted on each test item of both 
Though the method and criteria used for the analysis hera and the 
pilot test are varied, similar results are expected if both types 
c1·!! anc:lly!;;:i.!:; wer·~J l.l!!it::~d. Fc11~ ei.:lch :i.·r,r:~m ' 1 :i.tam d:i.f·l::i.culty 11 - tht::-l 
percentage of students answering the item correctly, as well as 
11 :i. t,r,;~m d :i. !!icr• :i. m :i. nat :i.1:1 n '' -· th<~~ :i. t~:~m--sc~CII~e <~Cl r• re lat. :L L1 n w~:-arr;f!_ 
calculated. Items in the medium range of difficulty, about 30-70 
percent students answering correctly, were considered 
satimfru~tory mtatistically. Items with extrema item difficulties, 
0-29 or 71-100 percent, ware considered to be either too easy or 
·r.clCl d:i.-fl·l!:i.ct.llt •. A1:1 t.1:1 t.h~:~ Viillur::~s; IJ·F ''itl!:~m d:i.l.:i<::l~iminiit·t.:i.on'', 
negative values indicate an inverme relationship between total 
score and the mcora an the item. Such items therefore, mhould be 
eliminated or rewritten. Items with values falling in the range 
of .20-.89, were generally considered to be satimfactory, and 
items with values below .20 do not dimcriminate well among 
mtudents, and those in the range of .40+ ware considered as 
providing acceptable discrimination. See Table• 8 and 9 for the 
11 :i. "i".ti:~m d :i. ·I! ·F :i.c1.1l t y 11 a.nd 11 :i. t.l!:llll d :i. !5<::1~ :i. m :i. n;;l t. :i. c1 n 11 1:1 ·F t:.O::iach t • .-,;~!5 t. :i. t.r:?.ms; 1:1 n 
PESLPT and NESLPT raspect1vely. 
TABLE 8 
I t.ff:~m NcJ 
:1. 
~) f.:. 
a 
.f.J 
!3 
6 
11 It.~:~m d:i.·F·I!:i.cult.~J 1 ' c:Lnd 1 'It.~?.m dimc•··:i.m:i.nill·t.icln 11 cJ·F th<'i! Tr:.'l!r.t 
It.r:":!lllffi Cln PE!:iLPT 
Item Difficulty<%> Item Dimcrimination 
S.t.J . 2<i) 
89 . !!)'~ 
IIE90 .(.Y.J 
.I.J() . .f.J8 
IIE9LI liE . 1 (.) 
f!• ,., 
•. )C.. . .f.J9 
48 
.7 f.>r2 .48 
8 114t:~a . f.~E~ 
9 114.79 . !:>1 
:1. () 1147:1. . -'Ia 
:l.l. ·7o .50 
:1. t.:~ 57 .42 
:1.8 1148!5 . ~3!5 
1 "' 
11487 .86 
:1.5 f.>9 .89 
:1.6 11498 * .:1.7 
:1.7 H496 . (28 
:I.B H485 .25 
:L9 H495 *· :1.6 
20 H49!:) . 8~, 
(2:1. H4T7 .45 
2t.:! H48:-3 .2:-3 
2~3 H47~) . a.r~ 
2"1 HfB!:> *. :1."1 
(.?.5 Hf7.!.1 . (?.7 
t.:~f.) 114B:J. .aa 
£?:7 H474 . !5 :1. 
28 60 . !:>!:> 
£?.9 I!E79 .aB 
80 68 .:-3:1. 
:-3:1. 66 .46 
~32 52 .61 
a a 52 .21 
a.r~ a ..f.! . 2t:! 
85 62 . (29 
TABU=: 9 ":r t.em d i ·F ·F :i.cu l t. y 11 land 11 I t.em d i !:;cc~ i m i ne:1. t. i cJ n 11 cl"f! t.hc':! Tt::lm t. 
J: ti:':HIHli CHI NESI. .. PT 
Item Difficulty(~) Item Discrimination 
:l I!E~38 .24 
':) t.:. -'1(2 .80 
a ~H .28 
..f.J ~,<";.) . -'I :1. 
!5 f.>i3 . 8"'~ 
6 58 . (?.7 
7 6:1. . .!.19 
8 H479 . -'1!:) 
9 8~3 !!E. :1.8 
:1. () 85 .82 
:1.:1. ~)9 .26 
:1.2 ~~E-ra :1.8 
:t. ;:3 I!E.79 .39 
:1. "I ~,!;) . -'16 
1!:> 5"1 . .!.J.f.J 
:1.6 ~,() Hf-. :1.2 
:t·r I!E79 .36 
4.f.J 
' 
:I.B Wol88 .27 
:1. <j) Wol80 .49 
20 Wol78 .26 
2:1. ao 
. a'~ 
22 62 . "1:1. 
t.:~~=) 5:1. .50 
2.(~ <!)9 0 (~!9 
,.,, .. 
,;.,;) 49 .2"1 
26 ~)~.) .40 
(~7 82 0 .:J8 
28 !;)I::? 0 !53 
(_:?<'";.) 47 .a9 
30 !:)0 .aB 
3:1. 86 .8:1. 
:-32 1142:1. 2'-0 ;:) 
88 5.(~ . .t.l7 
8"1 47 .87 
85 .f.l9 .44 
1. Item difficulty. The present test had more easy items 
than the new test, i.e. there ware 6 items, item •a. 5, 16, 17, 
19, and 20, with item difficulty values above 90% on the prasant 
test, while there was nona in this range on tha new test. 
Also, on the pramant tamt, there ware 20 items with item 
difficulty value above 70%, while on the new test only 8 ware 
found. Itam •a on the present test, and itam •82 on tha naw test 
wara the only two with item difficulty below :-30%. Therefore, in 
terms of itam difficulty values, tha new test was considered mora 
satisfactory than the present one. 
Itam discrimination. Interestingly, on both tests, the 
same number of test items <1:-3> with discrimination values 
above .40 ware found on both tests, and tha same number of test 
items (4) with discrimination values below .20 were found on both 
tests. But, itam *16 on tha naw test was the only item with a 
negative discrimination v~lua, -.12. Therefore, in terms of item 
discrimination values, ~he presen~ ~es~ was considered a li~~le 
batter than the new test. 
,., 
.;;, . The test items of the new test with distractors which had 
undergone revisions basad on the pilot testing results all showed 
an improvement on their discrimination value. These items ware 
Item #2, 4, 6, 18, 19, and 81, which ware #2, 4, 7, 26, 27, and 
40 on ~he pilot ~est. 
Basad on the results of the concurren~ ~as~ing, the 
reliability, the correlation coefficients, and the item analysis, 
the revisions of the new ~as~ proved to be effective. 
Our tests ware ~o be used for placing ESL pos~-admissions 
s~udants entering the university for academic purposes. Although 
at this point, we already have discussed the reliability, 
correlations, and results of the item analysis of the two tests, 
there is still one question left to be answered: 
Ware the listening texts of the two tests neutral in content 
and cultural asmumptions, so that they woul~ not in any 
significant way favor any particular language group or academic 
·F:i.c::!ld'? 
To answer the quast:i.on of whether the tests ware biased in 
favor of any particular language group empirical data ware 
gathered and analyzed. The mtudents ware divided into 24 groups 
by their native language. The six largest groups were: Chinese 
<89), Indonemian <18), Urdu (17), Korean (18), Arabic (12>, and 
Spanish (9). Eight SPSS-X analyses of variance ware carried out 
comparing mean total and part scores on the two tamts for the 24 
Ll6 
groups and for the six largest groups. The results for all 2~ 
groups indicated that there was no significant effect between 
language and the total score, nor between language and the score 
of each part of the tests. When the analysis was done for the six 
largest groups, there still were no significant differences among 
groups at the .05 laval. The means and standard deviations of the 
scores of the six groups en both tests as a whole and the parts 
of the tests are presented in Table 10. 
Table 10 Mean, Standard Deviation of the Six Largest Language 
Gr•f:Jupl:; 
Tr::~l:; t./ Gl~!:lUp Ch:i.n I ndl1 I< o1~~? lJI"dU Spc:Ln Ar'i!l.b 
------------------------------------------------------------------
PEPT M "")':') t.:.t.._ . B!:l ;;~.c.t .Ba (.~0 15 24 s·:, • f- (.~~:) ':l'., r. .. r.· .. f.?.6 67 
SD !:) ;;)!:) .C.I '"lt:." t:::~> .c.t ':l'') (. .. (~. !:) :1. :L !:> 89 m ,,} . !50 
NEPT M :1. <i) OB (20 :1.7 :1.6 <5)2 20 7 t_, :J.f:l :t. :1. (.~() 8~3 
SD , .. ~:> 6.C.I !:> ()~ .C.I ::>o 5 ~:la <!) 9a !:> :1.:1. 
PPAI:~T:t. M 4 () , .. .C.I ()() ':l B!:> -'1 '7 t,, .. ~ ":l'"l !:) :1.7 
' 
•J f. •• t.:.t.:. 
!:iD :I. -'19 :1. n.> <y<";) :1. 7!:> .. , c .. 8'') r. . .. , c.. ()() 
NPAI~T:t. M 6 80 t,, sa !:) 6:1. 7 ::><;> !5 89 6 6"7 
SD 2 :1. -'1 :1. 6<";) .. , c .. :1.~ :1. ::>B .. , t.:. .20 :I. ~:> <!) 
PPAI:~Tf.~ M :ta a:L :L.C.I (.~8 :1. f.:~ () () :La "76 :I.LI. a a :1.~ -'If.:! 
!:io .. , r... !:)..:1 :1. (!,.t~ '') r. .. 6.C.I 1 . <";)2 .. , c.. 60 (2 97 
NPAI~Ti~ M ~) 7f.:! 5 . 8<y !5 '77 ~::, "!6 ~5 !:>6 6 50 
!50 :1. (!,!:> :I. ::>3 :1. ()9 :1. .79 2 sa :I. ::l :1. 
PPAI~T3 M !5 -'19 (~, !56 5 a:t. 6 (~9 6 (.,7 "7 08 
~i [) .. , r... a a :I. 98 :1. 6() ~, c.. .C.J.C.I :1. 7~:) :1. ::> :1 . 
PPAI~T3 M 6 !56 "7 -"I.C.I !5 ::)~ 7 -"I:L 6 67 7 67 
SD a a2 •') (.:. 87 .. , r... .C.J.<:I ~) ,:: . ()() .. , f.'- 6!:) a .C.j{~! 
In order to answer the question of whether the tests were 
biased in favor of any particular discipline, the students ware 
regrouped into four content areas according to their academic 
.,: j, ("~ l. d . Urquhart and Alderson's method of grouping to assass the 
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affect of a student's discipline on a reading comprehension tes~ 
!Hauptman 1985) was adopted hera. For this analysis there were 
only 141 subjects, since 10 of those who took the tests did not 
Group 1: Development Administration, Finance, and Economics 
( DAFE l , 1.f:l. !;; t.1.1 cl<t:~ n t. m . Dis<:~ :i. p 1 1 nti:!m :i. n<:~ 11.1 cit!:! d : 
Gr•c:Jup ~:) ' , __ . 
Business Administrat1on science, Economics, 
Hotel Restaurant and Institution Management. 
1:~ n (.:.1 i n ~'i!t:l! r• !:> , .f:?.f:'?: s ·r.1.1 d <'i! n t. s . D :i. m c :i. p 1 :i. n t::! s 
included: Aerompace Engineering <Engr.), Agriculture 
Erigr., Chemical Engr., Civil Engr., Electrical Engr. m.ncl 
c;,:tmpu·\,t,:~t~ Engt~. , Indl.\mt.t~:i.i;ll Enqr•. , Mm.·i~t,:!r·:i.;:~.l !5c:i.ti:!n<:~t,:! i;tnd 
Engr., Nuclear Engr. 
Group 3: Science and Mathematicm, ~~students. 
Disciplinem included: Agronomy, Animal Science, Computer 
Science, Earth Science, Engr. Science and Mechanics, 
Food Technology, Horticulture, Math, Microbiology, Plant 
Pathology, Seed and Weed Science, Professional Studies, 
Statimticm, Veterinary Microbiology and Preventive 
i"' t!:! d :i. c~ m. ·1. :i. cl n . 
Group 4: Liberal Arts, 28 students. Disciplines included: 
Agriculture Education, Architecture, Art and 
Design, Family Enviroment, History, Industrial Education 
and Technoloqy, ~ournalism and Mass Communication, 
Psychology, Sociology and Anthropology. 
Again, eight SPSS-X analysam of variance were carried out. The 
means and standard deviations of the scores of the ~our groups on 
both tests as a whole and the parts of the tests are presented in 
Table 11, followed by Table 12 which shows the F-ratio resulted 
from each analysis, since siqnificant differencos between 
the discipline groups on the total scores, and scores of the 
parts of both tests were indicated. 
~-------------- ----- ---
TABLE 11 Group Means and Standard Deviations for Each Tast and the 
Par· ·t. !:i 
Tr:a!:; t. '-.G,~clup E n ~;J :i. n r,;~ r::1 r• :i. n ~;J 
PEPT M ... ')•:· r. .... ) :1.8 ,.~ r.· r.: •• :) B.t.l 
~51) !5 :1.:1. !5 :I.B 
NEPT M :1.9 ~:> () t.:? :1. 66 
SD !:'> 0:1. 1:: .J OB 
PPAnT:J. M .1.1 ()() .I.J 7 cl 
51) ~::! l.a :1. 6LI 
NP~ti:::T:I. M 6 9.1.1 7 ;;J.I.I 
~51) :!. 6:1. ") t.:. 07 
PPAI:::TC.~ M :1. .(~ .t~.l.l :1 . .1.1 f.?.l 
!:iD :1. B6 ';) (.,. ::;.t.j 
NPAI:~T2 M 6 :1. ~3 6 02 
(" 
,;) :1. 7:1. :I. .<.Ja 
PPI-11:::Ta M 6 69 6 B7 
~=j I) :l B'-? ,., r.:. :I.B 
i'·lPt~I:~T8 M 6 .1.1.1.1 B a:1 . 
~:il) '") t.:. .90 .. , r.:. aB 
!:i r::; :i. fi! l'l (~li:) t~ 
Mm.t.l',<::1ll'l<:l. t. :i. em 
2.t.l a7 
!5 :I. f.:! 
:1.9 clO 
!:'> 98 
.I. I t-~6 
:l 9E? 
'7 :1. '7 
.., 
(. .. O:L 
:1.8 r.y.l.l 
'") r.:. a~~~ 
!:> 9:1. 
l 68 
6 :1.7 
;.:., :1. :::, 
(~) ::'1:1. 
a ~::~~";) 
t.:~ :L !:).t.l 
!:> :::?7 
:l ,;) 7:1. 
!:) ()5 
8 7:1. 
:1. 7.t.l 
!:) ::>7 
:1. 9~:) 
:1. t.:? ~:)7 
;:·:~ 80 
!:> :J..t.l 
:1. a a 
!:) ~. ... ~ !:) 
:::~ ;;?..I.J 
6 ()() 
r.·-:~ BO 
TADI...E :l.t.:? .J.=.=.:::::.e.!JJ,.:k:Lr;!.JJ.\ t:l·fl Pr•r;amr::1nt. <:l.nc:l Nrii!w Tr::l!:;·t.!:i br::lt.wr::lr::ln Dimc:i.pl:i.nr::l ~;lr'Clttp!:; 
PEPT 
NEPT 
PPAr~T :l 
NPAI:~T:J. 
PPt~r:!T:::! 
NPAnTf.?. 
PPt"F~T:·J 
NPAI:{T~:l 
F .... ,~i:t·t.:i.IJ!a 
.(.1 . !5 :·:lf.?.l.?. * 
::; . 7 .I.Jf.:?B* 
C.? • .(.J'>lt.?.O 
r:> . .t.J o t.:? f.:? ""' 
8 . !'.) :1. ;;?.<;.>ll<! 
:::~. :J.BB9 
~;). (;JC,()Q!j<: 
~:) . .I.J:J.:i:~!:>~ 
Tabla :1.2 mhows that there ware significant diffarencem by 
new test. And SCHEFFE analymes were dona on all the discipline 
groups, but mignificant difference were only found between some 
.----------~~--~ ---------------------------~ 
ef th~ greups. Tabl~ 18 shews th~ r~sult ef th~ analyses, te 
shew which greupm w~r~ significantly diffar~nt. 
TABLE 18 Significant Differenc~s b~tw~en Lib~ral Arts and 
Other Disciplin~ Groups on M~an Scores (SCHEFFE Analyses} 
Dr~ FE Science & Mathematics 
PI::~PT NC" .:l p< 0!:) NS 
NEPT NS p< o::> Nl:· .. ) 
PPAr~Tr::! NS p< 0!5 Nl" .:l 
NPAnT:l. N!:i P< () ::> P< ()!:) 
PPr~F:T~:l NS p< () ::> N!5 
NPAr::T:~l NS p< () !:) NS 
1. Fer beth t~sts as a whel~, significant diff~r~nces at 
the .05 lev~l w~r~ found enly b~tw~~n th~ Engin~ering and the 
Liberal Arts greups. 
2. Fer Part 2 cf th~ pres~nt test, and Part 1 ef the new 
test, significant differences at the .05 lev~l w~r~ again found 
between the Engin~~ring group and th~ Liberal Arts group. As 
mentioned ~arlier in th~ corr~laticn analysis, th~se twc parts 
were paired because they involved similar listening tasks. 
Additionally fer Part 1 of the new test, significant differences 
were also found between the Science and Mathematics group and the 
Lib~ral Arts group. 
'"l .:: . 
significant differences were found between the Engineering group 
and the Liberal Arts group. But fer Part 8 cf the new test, 
significant difference was also found between the Engineering 
50 
Theme findings can be interpreted in two different ways. One 
is that the content of beth tests, were biased toward certain 
disciplines. The Engineering students tended to score 
significantly batter than the Liberal Arts students en the tests. 
However, one may interpret the results differently. The finding 
may reflect a true picture of the English proficiency level cf 
the students. In general, students entering into engineering-
related fields are mere competitive, and a higher standard is 
required for admissions. Therefore, they have the potential to do 
better on the tests. Mere empirical evidence needs to be gathered 
before any assertion can be made. 
0art III: Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Revisions 
In this paper, a new ESL post-admissions listening 
comprehension test has bean discussed, including its theoretical 
basea as well as its developmental and validation stages. A 
comparison was made between the current ESL listening 
comprehension test for placement purpose at ISU and the new test. 
The results are summarized in the earlier parts of the paper. 
Following are some of the conclusions drawn from the results: 
1. The new test was developed in accordance with the current 
theories cf language teaching and testing: the communicative 
approach, usa of authentic language, and the teaching of language 
fer specific purposes. Therefore, in terms cf construct validity, 
the new test can be justified en the basis of theory. 
2. The new test is acceptable in terms cf its reliability 
and concurrent validity. This conclusion is based en the fact 
that the total score of the new test correlates well with that of 
the current ESL Li&tening Comprehension Test. 
8. The new test is not biased toward any language group, and 
despite the fact that significant differences were found between 
the disciplihe groups, further empirical data would need to be 
gathered !i.e. TOEFL scares of the students, tc see if there are 
significant differences among discipline groups> before any 
assertions can be made that the differences were nat rendered by 
any ether factors than the test itself. 
4. The new test is nat a perfect test, there is indeed ream 
left far further revisions. 
1. The content of texts. Most of the texts were 
adapted from written materials. Though efforts were made to make 
them more like spoken language, they are still not distinct from 
the written language. It is recommended that the texts be 
modified, adding more features of the spoken language. 
2. The intonation and rate of delivery. Though the 
intonation and rate of delivery was natural and adequate, the 
fact that the script was read, rather than delivered 
spontaneously, detracted from its authenticity. It is recommended 
that the scripts not be read, but rather serve as guide to the 
~, 
.;;, . The extra testbook. The extra testbook which contains 
the notetaking pages and the diagrams has made both the tasks of 
giving and taking the test somewhat more complicated. However, 
two testbooks are required in this test. It is suggested that 
more time be given whenever there is a need for flipping pages, 
and locating diagrams. 
4. Bias toward certain disciplines. To avoid bias toward 
certain disciplines, it is recommended that, especially for the 
lecture part of the test, more general texts be selected for 
!:> . Th~::~ :i. m p r• 1:1 vt.~~mr,;~ n t. 1:1 f r··<~ l :i. <:Lb :i.l :i. t, y . "Th 1:11.1 ~;J h t. hr::~ r•r::~ 1 :i. i:l.b :i.l :i. t. ~~ 
f1:1r the whole test is satisfactory ( .78>, the raliabilty of Part 
1 and Part 2 1:1f the test are somewhat l1:1wer. It is rec~:~mmended 
that those mora difficult items can be revised either by 
modifying the distractor or changing the question. 
6. Th<~1 m.t.t.~"ilnt,ion t1:1 ''pur•posr;::'' in EAP t.~-::xt.m. ThcJttgh t.h<::: ·i~e~:;t. 
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in EAP texts, but this was nat dane consistently throughout the 
test. It is recommended that texts mare related to academic 
purposes can be collected for further revisions. 
7. The inferential meaning in questions. Though there are 
some inferential questions in the test, more questions tend to 
be testing the student's ability to recall information mentioned 
in the texts. In real academic listening, the student are 
required to do a lot of inferencing from the information they 
listen to. It is recommended that some test items can be revised 
to deal with inferential meaning. 
------------- ----- --- ---
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<APPENDIX A - SCRIPT OF THE NEW ESLPT> 
A TEST OF ACADEMIC LISTENING SKILLS 
PART 1: Library Tour and Campus Tour 
INSTRUCTIONS: You will hear a series of conversations taking 
place during a library tour and a campus tour. List~n car~fully 
to specific information such as: directions, procedures, fares 
and schedules, you may take notes on the pages provided. You will 
be asked questions about the information later on. 
SITUATION I <Library Tour-conversation between a librarian and 
students) 
L: Hera's our Interlibrary Loan Office. Let me tell you about 
the services that are available here. Interlibrary loan 
allows you access to library materials not held by our 
university library. All you need to do is fill out a request 
form, wait about 2-8 weeks, and you will be notified by mail when 
the material is received. You need to come as soon as poss1ble 
after notification to pick it up, and you wi~l be asked to sign a 
circulation slip to obtain the material. 
S: Does it mean we can obtain any type of material through 
interlibrary loan? 
L: Well, not exactly. Soma types of material can't 
ordinarily be obtained on loan. For example, periodicals, reference 
books, very old or rare books, and audio-visual items. 
S: How long can we keep the material? 
L: Well, the loan period is usually 2 weeks from the data the 
material is received, unless you arrange for a renewal. 
Borrowed materials must be returned to this office on or before 
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the due date. If ycu need tc keep the material longer, ycu 
should request a renewal at least two days before the due date. 
One extension is usually possible, although some libraries will 
net renew leans. If the lending library refuses the extension, 
ycu will be notified, and the material must be returned right 
New, answer the following questions by marking the letter of 
the bast choice on ycur answer sheet beginning with number 101. 
Ycu must listen tc the questions carefully because they are not 
written in ycur test beck. 
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101. Which o~ the ~ollowing im included in the procedures ~or 
interlibrary loan? 
102. Which type of materials can ordinarily be obtained through 
interlibrary loan? 
108. What im true about renewing borrowed materials? 
Now, listen to ·the next part of the library tour. 
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L: H~r~'s th~ physical Sci~nce R~ading room. It contains a 
specialized coll~ction of scienc~ mat~rials chos~n to provid~ 
support for graduate study. 
S: Do they hav~ th~ sam~ schedul~ as the g~neral library hours? 
L: No, it's a little diff~r~nt. Monday to Thursday th~y are op~n 
from 8 in th~ morning to 10 in th~ ~vening; Friday th~y ar~ op~n 
at th~ sam~ time but close at 5 in the afternoon. As for the 
weekend, on Saturday th~y ar~ open from 10 to 5; Sunday th~y 
don't op~n until 2 o'clock in the afternoon, but they close at 
10 in the evening. 
Now, answer the following questions beginning with number 
:1. ()~l . 
104. Wha~'s ~he purpose of ~he Physical Science Reading room? 
105. When can ~he reading room be used? 
Now, lim~en ~o the nex~ par~ of ~he ~our. 
L: Now let me show you the Searchline Desks. They provide a 
library research service linking the computer, long distance 
communication equipment and many bibliography lists. You can use 
this service to find references quickly for a research topic. 
S: Do we get somebody to do the research for us? 
L: No, this is a do-it-yourself service, although using a 
computer bibliography does mean you 1 ll have to learn the proper 
procedure, which you'll have to practice a bit. 
S: How do you do it? 
L: OK., first you 1 ll have to choose the area best suited to your 
topic, identifying the most important concepts in your research 
t.1:1p:i.c~, r,;~xpand:i.n~J m.nd c1:1mb:i.n:i.ng tht::~m w:i.·~.h the wcll~dm-''OI=l'', 
"AND", "NOT". W<-:! l"li:LVI.-"~ <a hm.ndr.11.1t. t.c:1 e~xplia.in t.h<-ll pr'IJC~(~H:h.il~<-? :i.n 
detail, and you can pick one up from the mhelves on your way out. 
S: Thanks. By the way, is it a free service, or do we need 
t. 1:1 p i:L ~J ·1: 1:1 r• :i. t. ? 
L: Well, there is a fee, it's; 50 cents per minute of connected 
time, and m2.50 for every 50 citations;. It has gone up a little 
bit, it used to be 40 cents per minute. 
Now, answer the following quemtionm beginning with number 
:1.06. 
106. Which sentence about Searchline is correct? 
107. what is the first step in the search procedure? 
108. How much does it cost for a-minutes of connected time and 100 
c:i. "i".<:l."i".ionm? 
SITUATION II <Campus Tour--conversation between a tour guide and 
students). As you listen, look at the campus map in your test 
book. You may write notes on the map. You will be asked questions 
abCJI.I t :i. ·t, liiL t,el~. 
G: Before going on our campus tour, let's look at the campus map 
together for a while; I'll show you where the key offices are, 
these are the places that we are going to visit later. First, the 
memorial library where we are now is located at pretty much in 
the canter of the campus. Right across North Road, facing the 
library is Grand North Hall, both the Graduate School Office and 
the Admissions Office are in this building. The Treasurer's 
Office, where you need to go to pay fees and tuition, is in the 
Public Administration Building right behind Grand North Hall. 
The International Student Office, where you need to visit if 
you have questions about immigration law and visas, is located at 
a building further north. For us to get there, we need to follow 
North Road, pamt the University Health Canter on our left. After 
cramming Broad Way we will sea a Visitor's Parking Lot on the 
right; the office is in the building right next to the parking 
lot. If you need any advice on your study skills, the Student 
Counseling Office is in the s~ne building. 
S: Will you also show us ~here the university bookstore is? 
G: Sura, it's located in the Studant·Center Building. We'll need 
to go south, following North Road, turn right when we get to 
Washington straet, and it's tha first building on the left. By 
the way, there's a nice cafeteria too, just so you know where to 
go for food. Our final stop im at the Field House where you can 
checkout sport equipment and get mome exercise. It's on the west 
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-------------~~-----
sida o~ tha campus, at tha southeastern corner of Broad Way and 
University Avenue. For those o~ you living in the dorms on the 
northwestern corner of the two streets, it will only taka you a 
couple of minutes to walk aver, so you really should take 
advantage of the good facilities there. On our way to the Field 
House ~oJ.lawing Broad Way, we will make a left turn at College 
avenue, and stop by the second building on the la~t to visit the 
department of English where most of you will be taking some 
classes. Now we are ready to go for our trip, and as we go I'll 
shaw you same more buildings where different departments are. 
Now, answer the ~allowing questions beginning with number 
109 in your test book. 
6"1 
-----------
Cm .. mpum M<ap 
Campus Map 
+ ...... I-
: 
109. Which key office is in the Public Administration Building? 
110. What number is the building where a student can go te get 
Be mt!~ lt.l rH:h? 
111. Which building is labeled •9? 
112. What number is the building where a student can go for some 
academic counseling? 
118. What number is the building where a student gees for English 
CJ.i:1.S!'.>ti:~S '? 
114. Which building iB labeled •4? 
New, listen as the teur guide tells the students about the 
Health Center. You may take notes. 
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G: This is the Student Health Center. The university provides medical 
service for any enrolled student at a reduced rate. Services here 
include: the outpatient clinic, lab services, and physical 
S: How do wa pay for the services we receive at the Center? 
G: Well, mainly there is a voluntary health fee. It's $22 for 
a single student and $50 for a student and spouse each semester, 
but there is an additional $50 fee for prenatal care. 
5: Does that mean I don't need to pay for any medical treatment if 
I paid the voluntary health fee? 
G: Not quite, you'll also have to pay for services normally 
covered by medical insurance policies such as lab and professional 
fees resulting from accidents, lab tests and exams processed 
outside the Health Center, as well as prescriptions and pharmacy 
!:; l.l p p]. :i. li:~!ii . 
Now, answer the following questions beginning with number 
115 in your test book. 
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115. Which one of ~he following is available a~ ~he Heal~h Cen~er? 
116. Wha~ is ~he ~o~al cost for a s~uden~ family which receives 
prenatal care? 
117. Which s~a~emen~ abou~ ~he heal~h fee is correc~? 
Now, lis~en as ~he guide ~ells ~he s~uden~s about bus 
service. You may take no~es. 
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~------~~---
( .... 
"· 
H~r~'s a bus s~op sign, you'll find a lo~ of bus s~ops on 
campus. To rid~ on a bus you n~ed ~o wai~ by a bus stop sign. 
You'll n~ed to hav~ ~he exac~ fare, or a ~icke~, or 
pass ready b~fore boarding the bus. Am a university s~uden~, you 
can show the driver your curran~ fee card ~oo, and ride for a 
reduced fare. The bus has differen~ routes that overlap, you can 
go almost anywhere in town. 
5: Wha~ should I do if I need to use two buses to complete my 
·i·.r· :i. p '? 
G: Yes, you will need a transfer, and you should ask for your 
transfer when you get on the bus, because the driver won't issue 
one at any other ~ime. Transfers are only valid for the 
completion of a one-way trip, and you have to get on the first 
possible connecting bum. 
5: Does the company have door-to-dear service? 
G: Yam they do. Dial-A-Ride is the name of their door-to-dear 
service. This service is available ta the elderly, handicapped, 
and the general public as well. Those buses of this special 
service are equipped with wheelchair lifts to serve the 
handicapped riders, and an attendant can ride free when 
accompanying a handicapped person. 
Now, answer the following questions beginning with number 
118 in your test book. 
---------~---------- ------------
118. What does a university student need to have to ride for a 
119. Which statement is true about transfers? 
120. Who can ride Dial-A-Ride for free? 
Now, get ready to listen to the instructions for part 2 of 
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PART 2: Student-Teacher conversations. 
INSTRUCTIONS: You will hear a series of conversations taking 
place in a classroom between a teacher and a student. Listen 
carefully. You will be aske~ about the meaning of the 
conversation, or about a proper response. Choose the best answer 
by marking the letter on your answer sheet. First, listen to an 
example question: 
YrJu will hear ... 
5: Do we need to memorize t~is equation? 
T: I hope not. 1 1 11 talk about it a little more, I want to 
make sure you understand it, because once you understand you 
won 1 t need to memorize it. 
What is the teacher-s intention by giving such a response? 
yc1u will read ... 
i:t. !;J:iVinfJ i3. (:~c:>mma.nd 
b giv:i.l"l~J c:l.dv:i.ce~ 
("' mal< :i. ng a .~equ(~~s; t 
d mal< :i. n~;J i3. cc:~mpli:L:i.nt. 
The best answer to the example is § giving advice. 
Now, listen to the first conversation and answer Question 
121 in your test book. The questions are not in the test book so 
listen carefully. 
5: I still don 1 t quite understand your points here. 
T: Why don 1 t you come to see me at my office sometime and we will 
t,a:J. k :i. "i". IJV~:H'. 
121. What 1 s the teacher 1 m intention by giving such a response? 
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5: You aren't going to cover chapter 9 in our final, are you? 
T: Wa have talked about that chapter in class, haven't we? 
122. What will be a proper response for the student? 
5: I haven't got my project ready yet. 
T: I thought all of you ware turning in your assignment today. 
You really mhould have arranged to start your project earlier. 
128. The teacher speaking to a student is probably ... 
T: Susan could you rewrite your paper and turn it in by tomorrow? 
124. The teacher speaking to a student is probably ... 
T: If you have any questions feel free to stop me anytime during 
the lecture, or you might-want to talk with ma after the class. 
1 •:)o:-'····) . The teacher talking to his class is probably suggesting ... 
5: What's your attendance policy? 
T: Wall, lat'm just say I would like to sea you in class avarytima. 
126. The teacher talking to his clasm is probably implying ... 
5: I am wondering when would baa good time to sea you tomorrow, 
is tan in the morning OK for you? 
T: I really have a lot of things going on tomorrow morning. 
127. What would be an appropriate response for the student in this 
5: Do you give pap quizzes? 
T: Well, it's really nat a bad idea. 
128. The teacher talking to a class is probably implying that ... 
Now, get ready to listen to the instructions for Part 8 of 
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PART 3: Lec~ures 
INSTRUCTIONS: You will hear some shor~ lectures taking place in a 
classroom or a lab. Lis~en carefully ~o main ideas, suppor~ing 
ideas, and specific informa~ion abou~ processes and func~ions. 
You may ~aka notes on ~he pages provided in your ~est book. Af~er 
you have listened ~o ~he lec~ures, you will be asked some 
questions abou~ them. 
Now, listen to lecture I on the Sewage Disposal Unit. 
Look a~ the diagram in your test book. You may write notes on the 
A Sewage Disposal Unit is essential for wa~er purification. 
Look at the diagram. There are three main parts of ~he unit: the 
settling tank, ~he pump houma, and the filter bedm. They are 
connected to each other by a pipe with the pump house in ~he 
m:i.ddlr::~. 
When polluted wa~er flows in~o ~he se~~ling ~ank from the 
main sewer, the undacayed solids sink ~o ~he bo~~om of the tank 
to be removed and burned la~er on. The wa~er im pumped up through 
the pump house, and goes ~o ~he filter bed. 
The best way for ~he polluted water to be purified 
·~. h o r• Cllt ~;J h 1 y :i. !:; ·F t:l r• i:l. ffi Ill ill.ll .;;~I"' q l.liil.l"l t. :i. t. y <:1·11 Will. t.&l"' t. t1 ~;J <J t. h r• <:11.1 ~I h t. hr::l 
filters at one time. So, when the wa~er ge~s ~o ~he beds, it goes 
to the rotating arms, which sprinkle jets of polluted water 
down on~o the filters of porous stones and micro-organisms. Once 
the polluted water has finished its trip ~hrough the sewage 
disposal unit, it's purified and ready to empty in~o a river. 
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Now, anmwer the following quemtionm about the lecture, 
beginning with number 129. 
78 
Lec~ure I: The Sewage Disposal Unit 
A Sewage Disposal Unit 
C1) 
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129. Which arrow is poin~ing to the main sewer? 
:lao 0 Tht::~ r•t:l t.a ·r. :i. n~;J m.r· m :i. !1i l C:Lbt::~ J. fi:~d :If: 0 0 0 0 ? 
181. What is the first stage of water pur~fication? 
182. The part labeled *5 is ... ? 
188. What is ~he reamon for using rotating arms? 
Now, listen ~o lecture II on the Laser ~et Printer. Look at 
the diagram in your test book. You may write notes on the 
d:i.a.!;Jr·a.m. 
EJ() 
Lamer Jet printerm for computerm are gaining in popularity 
now-a-daym. In order for you to mtart uming a Lamer Jet printer, 
there are several important features that you need to know about. 
Look at the diagram. Firmt of all, the Operation Control Panel 
im located on the top left portion of the front side, and im used 
to control printer functions such as choosing on-line <connected 
to the computer) and off-line (disconnected from the computer>, 
and selecting a manual feed mode that allows you to feed in odd-
miza paper and anvelapem through the Manual Feed Tray located on 
the rear mide of the printer. In addition, the Statum Display an 
the panel dimplaym printer mtatus information and error eadem by 
showing a 2-digit number. For example, zero-zero indicatem the 
Paper Input Cassette is located at the bottom of the front side 
right underneath the Print Tray where you collect your printed 
papr::~r·. Clcca!;;:i.Dniilll~J, y1:1u m:i.~Jhi". ht:lV'i:~ numl:>r~.)r• '':I.B'' whic~l"l -r.~~~llm ~Jt1l.l ill. 
paper jam ham occurred, and you will need tD ~:~pen the upper main 
body of the printer to check for jammed paper. The Upper Unit 
Ralaama Laval im located on the right side toward the front. 
One of the umeful features of a Lamer Jet printer is its 
ability to accept optional font cartridges containing a variety 
of print mtyles. The Font Cartridge 51Dt im lDcated next to 
the Operator Control Panel. To inmert a font cartridge you need 
to, first, set the printer off-line, than slide the cartridge 
intD the mlot. After you gat dane with it, simply set the printer 
off-line again, gramp the edge of the cartridge and mlowly pull 
it out of the mlot, then presm the an-line key to reconnect to 
f:3l. 
If you want to print data from a computer system,you will 
need to plug the interface cable into the Interface Connector at 
the lower part of the left side toward the rear. Also connect the 
AC power cord to the Power Cord Receptacle on the same side 
toward the front. When the printer is ready, press the on-line 
kay, and it's ready to go to work. 
If you wimh to adjust the print darkness upon seeing the 
first printout, the Print Density Dial is located at the center 
of the upper part of the left mida. You can usa it to adjust the 
darkness of your printout by turning it clockwise to decrease the 
print density or counterclockwise to increase the print density. 
In case of any problem, you can always look in the 
11 ct:l r•r-t,;~c t. :i. n D ~:~ r• r• t:l r• ct:l d~:!!:; 11 p c11~ ·r. :i. t:l n t:l ·F t.he m c:d. n t.e nianc~~.:l t:Ln d t r• c1ub l ~:~ 
shooting section of the manual, since it contains a detailed 
descr-iption of what to do for- each er-r-or- condition. 
Now, answer- the followinl;) questions about the lectur-e 
bel;)inning with number- 184. 
f:J2 
/D 
q 
,, 
Printer Rear and Left Side 
Printer Front and Right Side 
184. Which arrow is poin~ing to the AC power cord recep~acle? 
185. Where do you feed in nonstandard paper and envelopes? 
186. What is the first thing to do if you want to insert a font 
cm.r• ·~. r• :i. d~Jr::~? 
187. What do you need to do to prin~ data from a computer? 
188. What should you do if your printout is ~oo light? 
189. According to the lecture what is the firs~ thing you should 
do if your printer isn't operating properly? 
Now, lis~en ~o lec~ure 8 abou~ Technical Wri~ing. Look a~ 
the graph in your test book. You may write notes on the graph. 
No~ all ~echnical raper~ readers want or need ~he same 
information, so no piece of technical writing is universally 
useful. The most frequent mistake made by a novice ~echnical 
writer, also ~he mom~ seriDus one, is ~reating all audiences as 
though ~hey were the same. The audiences of technical reports may 
include researchers, ~echnicians, administra~ors, and laypeople, 
or it may be a varie~y of people with many different backgrounds 
and areas of expertise. The researchers and technicians are 
interes~ed almost exclusively in their own diciplines, while 
what's more importan~ for adminis~rators is to ge~ the specifis 
information that they need wi~hin a short period of ~ime, such 
as: how to further the organiza~ion's goals, how ~o increase the 
profits, and so on. They don'~ expec~ ~o learn any~hing about 
management from the ~achn1cal writer, and they don't want to 
learn any mora than they have to about the writer's technical 
field. But don'~ ga~ i~ wrong, the ~rick to writing ~achnical 
reports for administra~ors isn't condensation, it's selection. 
Look at the bar chart. According to the rasul~ of a survey 
dona in 1986 at Focus Elac~ric Corpora~ion on ''how adminis~rators 
read reports'', technical wri~ars who zero in on the body of a 
report to be read by administrators may find themselves wasting 
their efforts. The bodies of most techanical reports simply take 
mere time to read than many administrators have to spare. The 
results show ~hat the body of the technical report was read only 
28% of ~he time by administrators. By contrast, the introduction 
was read 70% of the time and the conclusion 6~~- The most read 
section of technical reports was the summary section. The 
8!5 
appendices were read only 18% of the time by administrators. 
As B writer of technical reports, keeping your readers' 
concerns in mind while writing a report, will help you to include 
the information needed to make your reader's job more efficient 
and yours mora affective. 
Now, answer the fllowing questions about the lecture, 
beginning with number 1~0. 
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-..J 
1 
2 
Sect ion of Report 3 
4 
5 
8 
Lecture III: Technic~l Writing 
Figure 1.1 How Ad~inistrators Read Reports 
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140. Which title do you think would be a proper title for this 
lr:~ct,ure? 
141.What type of mistake is a new technical writer most likely to 
m<:LI<ra? 
142. What kind of technical report does an administrator prefer to 
r•ei:l.d i:Lbt:Jut? 
148. Which section of a technical report is labeled •1 on the bar 
ChilLI"'"~'? 
144. Which section of a report is labeled •5 on the bar chart? 
145. Which section has a 64% frequency of reading? 
This is the end of the test. Please hand in all your 
materials. Be sure your name and social security number are on 
your answer sheet. 
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<APPENDIX B - TESTBOOK OF PILOT VERSION> 
A TEST OF ACADEMIC LISTENING SKILLS 
PART 1: Library Tour and Campus Tour 
INSTRUCTIONS: You will hear a series of conversa~ionm ~aking 
place during a library ~our and a campus ~our. Lim~en carefully 
to specific informa~ion much am direc~ions, procedures, fares 
and schedules. You may ~aka no~em on ~he pages provided. You will 
ba asked quem~ionm abou~ ~he informa~ion later on. 
SITUATION I: Library Tour-converma~ion be~ween a librarian and 
!:> t.t.tdrmn t.!:; 
101. a. show a fee card 
b. wai~ for a month 
c. go to a pos~office 
d. sign a circula~ion slip 
102. a. new books 
b. llli!L!;)ilLZ :i. nii:!!:; 
c. encyclopedias 
d . v :i. d(::!l:l t.i;tpem 
108. a. There im never a problem wi~h renewal reque&~m. 
b. The lending library is unlikely ~o grant a renewal request. 
c. Requem~ing renewal on ~he due data im discouraged. 
d. You will be no~ified if ~he renewal is approved. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Now, listen ~o ~he nex~ par~ of the library ~our. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
104. a. Training facul~y in physics. 
b. Suppor~ing gradua~a m~udy in science. 
c. Encouraging s~udan~m ~o m~udy physics. 
d. Keeping a collec~ion of ma~erials. 
105. a. Sa~urday avaning 
b. Friday avaning 
c. Sunday morning 
d. Sunday evening 
Now, lis~an ~ci the nax~ par~ of tha tour. 
{39 
106. a. Searchline uses electronic devices to search bibliography lists. 
b. You can find research topics quickly. 
c. A professional will perform the search for you. 
d. Searchline requires extensive knowledge of data processing. 
107. a. study a search manual 
:1. Of:~ . 
b. search through related topics 
~ select a suitable search area 
d. expand topics with specific words 
a .. (2 X $.50) + (2 X $2 . !:)()) 
b. (2. X !li. 40) + ( ~3 X !Iii~. 50) 
t.:~ . (8 X !li . -'1 () ) + (8 X !li2. Lf()) 
d. <a X !li . !50 ) + (12 X !li~~ . !50 ) 
SITUATION II: Campus Tour--conversation between a tour guide and 
students. As you listen, look at the campus map in your test 
bock. You may write notes en the map. You will be asked questions 
m.b c:J u t. :i. t. l ilL t.li:~ r· . 
109. a. treasurer~s office 
b. registrar~s office 
c. graduate school office 
d. admissions office 
:1. :1. () a. 4 
b '7 
t.:!. :1. () 
d 1. !5 
11:1.. a. student center 
l:l. ·fl:iald hL1U!lif:~ 
:1.:1.12. 
:1.:1.;:) 
~ university dormitory 
d. health canter 
ilL :1.:1. 
l:l .. :1. (;~ 
('' .t.l 
c:l 1:: ,,/ 
i!L • 6 
b (~ 
c :L :1. 
d :1.4 
1:1.4. a. North Grand Hall 
b. Public Administration building 
C. 1::-i(~].d 1-lcJU!lH~ 
d. Health Center 
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Now, listen as the tour guide tells the students about the 
Health Center. You may take notes. 
:1. :1. ::, • a. su•~~;Jel~ y 
b. h~?a.l ·r.h educe!.. t ion 
(:! • ou t,pi.:J.. ·r.i en t. cl i n:i.c 
d. diet. crJu n!.:H~l i n~J 
:1.16. a. !li:J.OO 
b. !li !:> () 
c. $71.~ 
d. !f; :1.2£:~ 
117. a. All university students must pay it 
b. It covers limited services 
c. It is paid once each academic year 
d. It is covered by health insurance 
Now, listen as the guide tells the students about bus 
service. You may take notes. 
118. a. a tranm~er 
b. an unlimited pass 
c. il~ cc1upt:1n 
d . ill ·P e (~ c i.:u~ d 
119. a. They can be requested any time during the trip. 
b. They must be used to ride on the ~irst connecting bus. 
c. There is a special charge for trans~ars. 
d. They are valid for completing a round trip. 
120. a. blind people 
b. alderly people 
c. peopla ac~ompanying the handicappad 
d. children under twelve 
PART 2: Student-Teacher Conversations 
INSTRUCTIONS: You will hear a series of conversations taking 
place in a classroom between a teacher and a student. Listen 
carefully. You will be asked about the meaning of the 
conversation, or about a proper response. Choose the bast answer 
by marking the latter on your answer sheet. First, listen to an 
example question: 
You will hear ... 
S: Do we need to memorize this equation? 
T: I hope not. I~ll talk about it a little mora, I want to 
make sure you understand it, because once you understand you 
won~t need to memorize it. 
What is the teacher~s intention by giving such a response? 
You will read ... 
a. giving a command 
b. giving advice 
c. making a request 
d making a complaint 
The best answer to the example is h--giving advice. 
Now, listen to the first conversation and answer Question 
121 in your test book. The questions are not in the test book so 
listen carefully. 
makin~ a complain~ 121. a. 
b. 
c. 
asking for an explanation 
giving a command 
d. offering a suggestion 
122. a. I don~t know either. 
b. Sc I guess it will be on the test. 
c. So we will talk about it later? 
d. I sura hope not. 
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128. a. giving advice 
b. giving a command 
c. s~a~ing a fact 
d. showing disappointmen~ 
124. a. making an assignmen~ 
b. ~aking for information 
c. asking for approval 
d. making a proposal 
125. a. no interruptions are permitted 
b. ~here is a better alterna~ive 
c. asking questions is encouraged 
d. there 1s a disagreement 
126. a. his policy is relaxed 
b. they should attend every class 
c. he has no preference 
d. it is all righ~ to be late 
127. a. I'll see you at ten. 
b. It couldn't be better. 
c. When would be a better time? 
d. Where mhould we meet? 
128. B. He doesn't give pop quizzes. 
b. It's a poor muggestion. 
~ The idea needs some consideration. 
d. He probably will give pop quizzes. 
PART 3: Lectures 
INSTRUCTIONS: You will hear some short lectures taking place in a 
classroom or a lab. Listen carefully to main ideas, supporting 
ideas, and specific information about processes and functions. 
You may take notes on the pages provided in your test beck. After 
you have listened to the lectures, you will be asked some 
questions about them. 
Now, listen to lecture I on the Sewage Disposal Unit. 
Look at the diagram in your test book. You may write notes on the 
d :i. m.g r• iiLm . 
:1.(29. i:L. :1. 
b ,., .::. 
(:": . B 
d :to 
:1.8() i:L. ~) 
b 7 
("' 8 
d <;.> 
:1.8:1.. a. polluted water is pumped through the pump house 
b. polluted water is filtered 
c. chemicals are added to the water 
d. solids settle to the bottom 
:J. 81::~ . i:L . !ii 1:1 :i. 1 
:taa 
b. undecayed solids 
t.".: . a ·F :i. 1 t, C::H' 
d. the settling tank 
i:L. 
b 
t.:~ 
d 
tl:l 
"i',(J 
"i',IJ 
1'.0 
allow the water to evaporate 
limit the quantity of water in the filters 
keep undecayed solids on the bottom 
aerate the water 
Now listen to lecture II on the Laser Jet Printer. Look at 
the diagram in your test book. You may write notes on the 
d:i.i:L~JI"'i:Lm. 
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Hl.t.l. i;t. 
b 
(:: . 
d 
:1. ;:l!5 l:l .. 
b 
c. 
d 
:U3<'.> i:l • 
t) 
c:: 
d 
:1.8'7 ia. . 
b 
(~ 
d 
:1.8B. i:L. 
1:> 
<:~ . 
d 
!5 
(., 
7 
B 
8 
.I.J 
6 
9 
press the on-line key 
slide the cartridge into the slot 
set the printer off-line 
grasp the edge of the cartridge 
plug in the interface cable 
adjust the print Density Dial 
connect the AC power cord to a computer 
insert a font cartridge 
·t.u r n :0::1.0 clc:Jcl<wise 
'i'.Ltrn :IJ::J.:J. counterclockwise 
'i'.l.ll''l1 :0::1.0 counterclockwise 
·I'. urn :JI::J.:I. <~ 1 1:1 <~ I< w :i. !ii t,;~ 
:1.89. a. turn it off and begin again 
b. consult the manual 
c. find someone to repair it 
d. open the upper part of the printer 
Now, listen to lecture 8 about Technical Writing. Look at 
the graph in your test book. You may write notes on the graph. 
·····-···········--··---····-·-·······-- .. -........ ____________________________ .. ___________________________ .., ______________________ _ 
140. a. The body of a report 
b. How the readers read 
c Different types of readers 
d. Analyzing the reader 1 s needs 
141. a. writing a long body 
b .. disregarding his/her audience 
~ not organizing the writing 
d. emphasizing one 1 S own field 
142. a. one having a concise body 
b. c:1nt,;~ ·11c:ICI.I!!i:i.ng C)n t.ht..;~ mumm_i:Lr•y 
c. one providing selective information 
d. one taking a short time to read 
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:t.4a. m .. mummlltr•y 
b. <~I:II'ICJ. Ll !5 :i. Cll'l 
<:": 0 :i.c·1 t. r•oduc '!'. i IJ n 
d. bc:1dy 
:J.4.t'~. ilL ill p p (-3 rH:J :i. X 
b. body 
(";'; . ,conclusion 
d. :i.n t I'' Cl c:J LIC t i IJ 11 
:1. -'1!5 . m .. SLIIDIDI!t.I''Y 
b. iitppendi x 
c~. in t. reduct. ion 
d. r.:~c1nclusion 
This is the end of the test. Please hand in all your 
materials. Be sure your name and social security number are on 
your answer sheet. 
CAPPENDIX C - TESTBOOK OF FINAL VERSION) 
A TEST OF ACADEMIC LISTENING SKILLS 
PART 1: Library Tour and Campus Tour 
INSTRUCTIONS: You will hear a series of conversations taking 
place during a library tour and a campus tour. Listen carefully 
to mpecific information much as directions, procedures, fares 
and schedules. You may take notes on the pages provided. You will 
be asked questions about the information later on. 
SITUATION I: Library Tour-conversation between a librarian and 
!:; ·~. 1.1 d £'i! n '1'. !a 
10:1. ill mhow a ·Fr=e £:~i:u~ <:1 
b W<:L:i. t, ·11 1:11~ a ll\l1flth 
('' £11:1 '1'.1:1 i:l PI:Js'I'.IJ·I1 ·Fice 
d !;; :l g n i:l Cii"CUl<:Ltil:ln !.'ilip 
:lOt.~ C:L I'I~":W biJI:l k m 
b €:H::.:i:..£L<;th£~J,_a 
c If~ f1 (~ Y t.:~ J. 0 p (':~ d :j, ill~;; 
d vi dt::-liJ 'l'.r.lpela 
108. a. There is never a problem with renewal requests. 
:LO.t.l 
:1. ()!:) 
b. The lending library is unlikely to grant a renewal request. 
c. Requesting renewal on the due date im dimcouraged. 
d. You will be notified if the renewal im approved. 
Now, limten to the next part of the library toul" . 
m .. 
b 
c~ 
d 
ill. 
b 
t.:~ 
d 
. ~i!l!:!L~~~.:t:.J:.J:L<.L..!iH;~;L~lll£:?!liL.!1.11\\,!~~'i}.J:.:.iJib.L~:i .... :fJ;t!._ .. !l!J: .. ~.U;!.!f:U!.:kllL,. 
Supporting graduate mtudy in science. 
Encouraging studantm to mtudy phymics. 
Keeping a collection of materialm. 
Saturday evening 
F I'' :i. dia y I!:~V(':'! n :i. n ~J 
Suncla~J mcJr•n:i.n£J 
!:iundaty r:~VIi:~n:i.n~;,t 
Now, listen to the next part of the tour. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
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:l 0 6 . a . .f:i..!.J,H;l~l-?.t .. _J.1.~,J2J.j,_~=l.9..r:ill:J2.b..!L_!.;i~? t. 
b. search ~hrough rela~ed topics 
c. selec~ a sui~able search area 
d. expand topics wi~h specific words 
1.07. C:l. ( '';) t:. X !li. !:)0) + ( •:) ( ... X !li2.50) 
b. (2 X !li. 40) + 03 X $(.~.!50) 
("' ca X !li . .f.IQ) + ca X !li2. 40) 
d. ca X !li. !.';()) + ( r.:~ X !lit.~. !'.;o > 
SITUATION II: Campus Tour--conversa~ion between a tour guide and 
s~uden~s. Now, lis~en as the ~our guide tells the s~uden~s about the 
Heal~h Center. You may take notes. 
tOB. C:l. !'JUrS,;JE:H'Y 
b h(':li'.l.l th (':lduca t. j.cJ n 
c. 1:1 u t pat. :i. t,~ n t. cl:i.n:i.(~ 
d d:i.i!~t. (.~tJ 1.1n !at!:~ 1 i nq 
:1. ()<:). C:l.. !li :1. ()() 
b !li50 
t.:~ !li72 
d !li :1. t.:~r.:~ 
110. a. All universi~y studen~s must pay it 
b. It covers limited services 
r It is paid once each academic year 
d. It is covered by health insurance 
Now, listen as the guide tells the students about bus 
service. You may take notes. 
111. a. They can be requested any ~ime during the trip. 
b. They must be used to ride on the firs~ connecting bus. 
c. There is a special charge for ~ransfers. 
d. They are valid for completing a round ~rip. 
112. a. blind people 
b. elderly people 
c. people accompanying the handicapped 
d. children under ~welve 
9EJ 
PART 2: Student-Teacher Conversations 
INSTRUCTIONS: You will hear a series of conversations taking 
place in a classroom between a teacher and a student. Listen 
carafully. You will be askad about the meaning of the 
conversation, or about a proper response. Choose the bast answer 
by marking the letter on your answer sheet. First, listen to an 
axample question: 
You will hear ... 
S: Do we need to memorize this equation? 
T: I hope not. I'll talk about it a little mora, I want to 
make sura you understand it, because once you understand you 
won't need to memorize it. 
What is the teacher'• intention by giving much a remponsa? 
You wi 11 read ... 
Cil •• s;1:i.v:i.n!;J i:'l. ctJmma.nd 
b ~;J:i. vi nsJ i:'J.dv:i.c::f!~ 
c. llli:'ll< i l'l~;J a I'' f!:l q Ll ~H:'; t. 
d m <:LI< :i. n g i:'l. compli:'l.:i.nt. 
Tht;,~ b~:~r:;·~. m.nmwr:::t~ ·~.1:1 t.ho:;~ t:'i:Xi:'l.mplt::~ :i.!:'i );_t-·--s;J:i.v:i.ng advice. 
Now, listen to the first conversation and answer Question 
118 in your test book. The questions are nat in the test book sa 
listen carefully. 
118. a. making a complaint 
b. asking for an .explanation 
~ giving a command 
d. offering a suggestion 
114. a.. I don't know either. 
b. So I guess it will be on the test. 
~ Sa we will talk about it later? 
d. I sura hope not. 
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115. a. giving advice 
b. giving a command 
c. stating a fact 
d. shewing disappointment 
116. a. making an assignment 
b. asking fer information 
·c. ilLSI<:i.ng ·FIJI'' a.ppl~llVBl 
d. making a proposal 
117. a. no interruptions are permitted 
b. there is a better alternative 
c. asking questions is encouraged 
d. there is a disagreement 
:1. :1. B . <:L • J:l.J.JiLQ9J,j. <:~L.t.liL ... f.JiJ,.;i. r 
h. they should attend every class 
c. he has no preference 
d . :i. t~JiL.u'1.LL..r. .. ;lith t ...... .:!!.!-L.l!.!?:......ii!Jd..liL~L'1~ 
:1.19. a. I'll see you at ten. 
b. It couldn't be better. 
~ When would be a better time? 
120. a. He doesn't give pop quizzes. 
b. It's a poor suggestion. 
~ The idea needs some consideration. 
d. He probably will give pop quizzes. 
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PART 3: Lectures 
INSTRUCTIONS: You will hear some short lectures taking place in a 
classroom or a lab. Listen carefully to main ideas, supporting 
ideas, and specific information about processes and funct~onm. 
You may take notes on the pages provided in your test book. After 
you have listened to the lectures, you will be asked some 
questions about them. 
Now, listen to Lecture I on the Sewage Disposal Unit. 
Look at the diagram in your test book. You may write notes on the 
d :i. ;:q;J r· r.Lin . 
:I. f.:! :I. ill . :1. 
b ·:> (. .. 
("' B 
d :1.0 
:1. t.:~t.:~ a 6 
b 7 
("' B 
d (";) 
:1.28. a. polluted water is pumped through the pump house 
b. polluted water is filtered 
c. chemicals are added to the water 
d. solids mettle to the bottom 
:1. r.:~.t.l. i:l.. !:il:l i 1 
b. undecayed solids 
c . <:L ·F :i. l t,t,;~ r• 
d. the settling tank 
125. a. to allow the water to evaporate 
b. to limit the quantity of water in the filters 
c. to keep undecayad solids on the bottom 
d. to aerate the water 
Now limten to Lecture II on the Laser Jet Printer. Look at 
the diagram in your test book. You may write notes on the 
d:i.HL~;)f'HLm. 
:1.0 :l 
:L26. a. , .. ,:) 
f;). 6 
<:! • 7 
d. B 
:L27. ill. • a 
b. .c!J 
c. 6 
rJ. 9 
128. a. press the on-line key 
b. slide the cartridge into the slot 
c. set the printer off-line 
d. grasp the edge of the cartridge 
129. a. plug in the interface cable 
b. adjust the print Density Dial 
c. connect the AC power cord to a computer 
d. insert a font cartridge 
180. a. turn it off and begin again 
b. consult the manual 
c. find someone to repair it 
d. open the upper part of the printer 
Now, listen to Lecture III about Technical Writing. Look at 
the graph in your test book. You may write notes on the graph. 
1a1. a. The body of a report 
b. Technical report writers 
c. Different types of readers 
d. Analyzing the reader 1 s needs 
182. a. writing a long body 
b. disregarding his/her audience 
c. not organizing the writing 
d. emphasizing one 1 s own field 
., '3'"} 
.. .;· ..:: ilL. mumm;:Lr' ~J 
b cc:Jnc:r.c.cs:i.c:Jn 
(.:~ :i. n -r. r• rJdu<:~ t. :i. 1:1 n 
d bc:Jdy 
:U:l4. iil iilppi!:~nc:li x 
b bDd~J 
(~ cc:Jnclu!:l :i. cJ n 
c:l :i. nt.,~c:Jduct.:i.c:Jn 
:1.02 
:1. ~'!:> . m. . !:;u m meat~ y 
b. c:tpp<~ndix 
("' :i.ntr•odt.tct,:i.on 
c:l. conclus:i.cHl 
This is the end o~ the test. Please hand in all your 
materials. Be sure your name anc:l social security number are on 
your answer sheet. 
l.08 
<APPENDIX D - STEPS OF ADMINISTERING THE NEW ESLPT LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION TEST> 
1. Inform the students that they will be given a test of academic 
listening skills. The test will take about 80 minutes. 
2. Inform the students the test is tape-recorded, it is divided 
into a parts, and there are 85 multiple-choice fermat test items. 
a. Inform the students that they ought to put down the answers on 
the same answer sheet that they have been using, starting from 
n t.tm b(~~ ,~ '' :r. o :1. ' ' . 
4. Inform the students that they will be given 2 testbooks. one 
with the answers and another with a notetaking page and a 
diagrams, one for each lecture in part 8. The diagrams are 
in the same order as the lectures on the tape. 
5. Inform the students that they can write notes on the 
notetaking page, and on the diagrams too. 
6. Pass out the testbcok with answers first, then, the one with the 
d:i.iii.!;)l"'ill.m!5. 
7. Ask if every student has been given both testbooks, and ask 
them to make sure that two testbook numbers are matched. 
8. Inform the students that you are going to play the tape in the 
next minute, and you will not stop the tape during the test. 
9. Test out the tape, make sura that students can hear it 
pretty well every where. Adjust tha voluma·when needed. 
Ask if there are any questions. 
10. Play the tapa through with no stops. 
11. Aftar the tast is over, collect all three things from tha 
students: the testbcok with answers, tha tastbook with 
diagrams and a notataking page, and the computer-scoring 
:1.0~1 
answer sheet. 
12. Wait till every student has turned in all the materials 
before dismissing them. 
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